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INTRODUCTION

THE method of teaching reading presented in this Manual

recognizes : (1) that the child must master certain phonic facts

before he can have power ,to solve word problems for himself ;

(2) that it is not possible to reduce every word in the language

to a phonic basis, and that exceptions to phonic rules should

be taught, as sight words or wholes. It gives the child such

mastery over the mechanics of reading that his mind is free

to grasp the thought of the sentence when it is presented.

It will be seen that this is not a new method. It is rather

a new combination an apt blending of the strong features

of several methods. No teacher need feel in using it that she

must throw aside all the good things that her experience has

found to be worth keeping. It is comprehensive and has room

for all the originality and personal impress that the earnest

teacher possesses.

In order to refer to vowel and consonant sounds with ease

and directness, and' in order that the teacher may have no

doubt as to the sound value of a phonogram, diacritical marks

are used in the Index of the Word List, and occasionally in the

Manual. The marks used are from Webster's Dictionary. No
diacritical marks should be used in the work with the pupils.

iii
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TO THE TEACHER

THE leading features of the method of teaching reading pre-

sented in this manual are :

I. The absence of all diacritical marks.

II. The few phonic facts to be memorized.

III. The obvious aid to spelling furnished by the charts and

drills.

IV. The careful gradation of the work.

1. In the complex process of learning to read, two definite

kinds of work may be traced. These kinds, though separate,

are yet dependent ; to reach the desired end both must be

developed. The first is the expression and development of

thought. This depends upon memory, imagination, and asso-

ciation of ideas ; also upon the second kind, which includes the

mechanics of reading sound study or word mastery, called

Phonic Drill. This latter necessitates the training of eye, ear,

and vocal organs. It should be preliminary in order that the

end may be logically reached, but it is always subordinate

merely the means to the end that is comprehended in the first

line of work. It should be simple, systematic, and thorough.
"
Thorough work in phonics lies at the base of all rational teach-

ing of reading.
" Much of the difficulty usually met by the child

in learning to read is removed when his ear is trained to hear the

sound, his eye to recognize the written expression, and his vocal

organs to enunciate correctly. His reading becomes pleasur-
able and profitable only when the mechanism of reading is so

entirely his that he uses it unconsciously, having his mind free

1



2 MANUAL OF READING

to dwell upon the whole thought expressed, rather than upon
the make-up of the words used to express it. When this can

be done, the child reads, and the day when he can read and enjoy
literature is in sight.

2. The Manual presents the mechanics of reading in a

simple, logical manner. It is a combination of the phonic,

word, and sentence methods. In order that the child's vocal

organs may be rendered flexible, the phonic element, in the

form of vocal training, predominates at the beginning of the

work, but falls into its proper subordinate place as reading

power develops.

3. A phonic method should train the child to enunciate

clearly ; should free the speech from provincialisms ; should

strengthen and improve the quality of voice. It should give

the child such mastery of word forms that he can readily take

in the sense of the printed page. These advantages are gained

by drill on phonograms, which forms the basis of the mechanical

work preparatory to reading.

4. The word method is used to supplement the phonic
method. It takes the place of the phonic method where the

use of the latter would be cumbrous, as in the teaching of ex-

ceptions to phonic rules. It is also used to extend and give

variety to the reading vocabulary ;
but the list of sight words is

never long, because while new words are constantly added to

it, former sight words are finding their places in the phonic

scheme and thus ceasing to be sight words ; as, hop, a sight

word, ceases to be one as soon as the phonograms composing it

are known and can be blended.

5. The number of words taught by the word method is

small, in order that the distinct phonic impression given to the
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child through eye and ear training may not be marred. Con-

fusion will at first result if the pupil frequently meets a phono-

gram to which he has been taught to give a certain value, as a

in at, associated with other values, as a in ail, all, any, are, what.

6. Reading is presented in the first month by combining

sight words into the simple statements or questions of familiar

speech. The -child recognizes these as the visible expression of

his thought. In the second month, his reading vocabulary is

enlarged by the addition of phonic words. From this time on,

the phonic drill renders him familiar with the word forms in

the sentence, and makes him independent of aid in recognizing
known words, i.e. words of which the idea is already well known,

although the form has not been presented. Thus he is able to

give his attention at once to the thought expressed.

7. The method aims to make the child self-helpful, to make
him so interested in learning to read that he will enjoy the

process as well as the result. From the very beginning of the

work, the teacher should solve no problem that the child can

solve for himself. Only by making him a worker can his active

attention and interest be aroused and kept.

8. The object of the phonic drill is to train eye, ear, and

vocal organs to ready recognition and enunciation of phono-

grams. It aims at mechanical exactness through sense training

and vocal gymnastics. Progress in the drill depends upon two

things :

(a) Sight recognition of simple phonograms.

() Power to blend one sound with another.

The phonic drill should be an exercise apart from the reading
lesson.
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9. The aim of each oral reading lesson should be thought get-

ting and thought expressing. Progress in this depends on the

teacher. If she is content with word getting, she will have

ample reward for her labor; but if she is one who is able to in-

spire, to touch the heart, and to awaken the mind, she will find

her task simpler because of the ease with which her children

will respond to her efforts. With such a teacher, there is little

danger that the reading will degenerate into lifeless, mechanical

work, in which words are pronounced but no thought is obtained.

10. The teacher is urged to follow minutely the directions

for the work in each division in order that she may fully com-

prehend the spirit of the instructions. She should remember

that no method, however good, can take the place of earnestness,

perseverance, and skill on her part.

11. The phonic work outlined in the first ten divisions has

been covered easily and successfully by many classes in one

year, but there can be no objection to taking more than this

time for the various steps if the teacher wishes. The one thing

always to be kept in mind is that one step should be thoroughly

taught before the next is attempted.

12. STORY-TELLING AND DRAMATIZATION.

The thought side of reading is effectively presented through

story-telling, reproduction, and dramatization. This should be

begun as the child enters school and should continue through-

out the course. The best tales for this purpose are those with

simple plot, economy of incident, and plenty of action. They
should be ethically sound, and lead to an artistic conclusion

justice should not be perverted. The teacher will find much
material for her use in the literature that belongs rightfully to

childhood fairy tales, folklore, fables, jingles, and poems.
The teacher should spare no effort to perfect herself in the
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art of story-telling. She should choose simple, direct words

suited to the comprehension of the child. She must be enthu-

siastic, enter into the spirit of the tale, tell it vividly, dramati-

cally. Her aim is to gain his attention, to give him a lively and

appreciative acquaintance with good stories, to fertilize and

stimulate his mind. In order that the child may appreciate the

fact that this pleasure comes from books, she should learn to

read stories effectively. When the child discovers " that learn-

ing to read is learning to get stories out of books," this vision of

the goal is a strong incentive to effort on his part; he will learn

to read not only in the mechanical sense, but also in the intellec-

tual sense. The ideal of "two minds active over the same

matter, one striving to learn, the other to teach," will be

reached in the reading lesson.

Dramatization, when not carried to excess, is a valuable aid

to the thought side of reading. The first tales dramatized

should be short and simple ; they should be thoroughly familiar

through oral presentation. While the teacher, in telling the tale,

need not follow closely the language of the book, she will find

certain apt or forcible expressions used by the author of service

in her reproduction. These the pupils will naturally use in

their version arid dramatization. Thus they will early "incor-

porate into their own vocabulary
"
the forms of good literature.

13. SEAT WORK.

Seat work should supplement and make use of the knowledge

gained in the recitation. It should give opportunities to com-

pare, sort, build, and group phonograms, words, and sentences.

It should train the hand to execute, and teach self-reliance. It

should provide much opportunity for silent reading.
The teacher should remember that it is difficult for young

children to think sounds. The buzz that arises as they work
at their seats should be under control, but it should not be
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entirely suppressed. It is one sign of activity and interest.

The
\ upils should know definitely the requirements of a seat-

work exercise. They should be taught to care for the mate-

rial used and to form habits of neatness in its arrangement.
The teacher should so plan the work that it will not be too

easy to hold the interest ; on the other hand, its problems
should not be so hard that children become discouraged in

trying to solve them. All seat work should be supervised

by the teacher.

Free-hand cutting, pasting, weaving, and drawing are valu-

able forms of seat work. They all call for sense training, and

require thought and judgment in executing. In this way

they help to solve the problems of learning to read, and they

should form a part of the daily seat-work program.
Some children remember best what they hear, others what

they see, and still others what they do. An exercise helpful

to one may be profitless to another. Appeal should be made

through all these avenues, with constant recognition of the active

propensities.



DRILLS

DRILLS

1. Phonic drill is given from letter squares and Phonic Charts

to secure :

(a) Flexibility of the vocal organs.

(i) Sight recognition and correct pronunciation ofphonograms.

Daily drill from letter squares and Phonic Charts insures con-

stant review of the entire work.

2. Letter squares (see page 8) are cards containing (a)

vowels ; (6) single consonants ; (c) blended phonograms of two

or three letters. The position of the letter on the card indicates

whether it is to be used as an initial or as an ending. Words
or wordforms (see page 123) are made when the initial phono-

grams are prefixed to the family names found upon the Phonic

Charts or written on the blackboard.

Expose the Charts. Reserve wall or door space where the

Phonic Charts Nos. 1, 2, 3, and the six Equivalent Charts may
be exposed at all times within easy view and touch of the pupils.

Do not hang one over another. The pupils will form the habit

of referring to them at difficult points in silent reading and in

spelling or word-building exercises at the desks.

To save time in the drills, the letter squares containing known

phonograms should be kept separate from the others. As new

phonograms are taught, the number of letter squares in use will

be increased. Thus, when p is taught, the letter squares p, pi,

pr, sy, should be added to those used in the drill. When all the

letter squares are in use, they should be separated into groups by
means of rubber bands, in order that the teacher may know just

where to look for a needed square. A few convenient group-

ings are : 1, the endings ; 2, the vowels ; 3, c, g, sc, qu : 4, w,

wh, th, h ; 5, t, r, b, d, pi, si, tr.
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LETTER-SQUARES, PHONIC CHARTS

LETTER-SQUARES

ENDINGS: ed



CHARTS

PHONIC CHART. NO. I.

ab

ad
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PHONIC CHART. NO. 2.

anch



CHARTS

PHONIC CHART. NO. 3.

11

ar
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EQUIVALENT CHARTS

ai ea

eigh ei

y

U1

ew
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3. Upon the Phonic Charts (see pages 9, 10, and 11) are repre-

sented the majority of short-vowel family names in the language.

4. The short-vowel family is used as a base. From this,

other families containing other vowel sounds are developed by

considering the influence upon it of certain letters added or

prefixed ;
for example, e final, added to all short-vowel families

capable of taking it, converts them into long-vowel families,

and shows the power of final e upon the next preceding vowel

separated by a single consonant ; as, at, ate.

5. As the chart drill affords no permanent combinations, it

should be supplemented by lists of words, written in families,

upon the blackboard. The lists should be rearranged frequently
that many families may be included. Each word over the

sounding of which there is the slightest hesitancy should be

noted. These words form the base of the next rearrangement,
and show the points on which the class needs further chart drill.

6. Select from a reader words for drill from at least fifteen

or twenty advance pages. The words chosen should illustrate

phonic points recently made or combinations hard to remember.

These should be arranged in families upon the blackboard, and

sounded, as in previous phonic drill. A word may be placed in

several families according to the emphasis to be laid upon the

combinations it contains ; as, summer may be placed with the

words containing a short vowel before a double consonant, also

with words containing er ; spices may be placed with long-vowel

words, with those illustrating c before e, and with those in which

e in es final is vocal. Power to read easily supplementary matter

in which words are not classified phonetically is obtained by this

exercise.

7. The Blending Drills of the Readers indicate that the

phonic drill should relate intimately to the reading immediately
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following. They supplement the chart drill. The words

should be sounded from the book. They may also be written

upon the blackboard and the list extended to include words of

similar formation found in supplementary reading or in the

Word List. After the stories for any one month or division

are read, supplementary reading should be used until new

phonic facts are taught.

8. Drills from the Word List. See Word List, page 123.

9. Drills from Equivalent Charts. See Drill for Seventh

Month or Division, page 89.

10. WORD DRILL CARDS.

Forty Word-Drill Cards give opportunity for effective, rapid
drill in print. The cards are in two series. Each card presents

thirty-two words for drill. The first series (numbering twenty-
six cards) presents for drill families that are represented in Books

One and Two. The second series (numbering fourteen cards)

illustrates phonic rules, and provides drills by which the young
child's confusion of sound and form between m and n, b and d,

etc., is quickly lessened. The print of these cards is large

enough to allow their use in class drills, but the cards are a

convenient size for pupils to use in seat-work exercises.

11. GAME DRILLS.

Challenge the child's love of play. All children take great

delight in making and solving game problems. Make the

game drills like the games they play at the play hour, in the

spirit in which they are carried on. Note that in these games
there is little deliberation, little waiting. Action is every-

thing. Each child is interested in what his mates are doing,
as well as responsible for his share in the game. The nearer

the approach to this ideal in the game drills the more definite
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will be the results. These exercises must appeal to the child as

plays, not as tasks. Nineteen games are indicated for use in

the first month. These will admit of many variations. No

game should be prolonged until the children are weary.

12. THE TEACHER'S ATTITUDE DURING THE DRILL.

The teacher who uses the method correctly will find that she

has very little talking to do during the progress of the phonic
drill. Her work is to make rapid combinations of phonograms,
to listen intently, and to make instant correction of mistakes.

She should look into each child's face as he recites, and care-

fully watch the lips and the position of the vocal organs. Her

eye will often detect an error in the comprehension of sound

before her ear catches it.

In order to make this watchfulness possible, the class should

be divided into groups for recitation. As a child develops

power to blend and becomes a leader in the drill, he should be

shifted from group to group until he finds himself with those

who are making equal progress.

13. CONCERT WORK.

Concert work may be used to advantage. It holds the atten-

tion of the class, gives the timid courage to speak out, and is

of great assistance to many pupils in getting the blend. Much

good work may be accomplished with the concert exercise, pro-

vided the teacher is alert for mistakes, and is careful to remove
" leaders

" from the group as soon as they develop. The exer-

cise should be brisk and clear-cut. The last phonogram in a

word should have as distinct articulation as the first.

Concert work should be ranked at its proper value. It can-

not take the place of individual testing and drill. Each child

must depend on himself. The teacher should know just how
much each child knows.
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS USED

The points to be taught are :

I. Simple phonograms.
II. Blended phonograms.

III. Sight words.

" A phonogram is a graphic character representing a sound of

the human voice." Ex. m, a, ing, eight.

I. A simple phonogram, save for a few exceptions, represents
a single sound. Ex. t, aw, sh, ph, eigh.

This class includes :

(a) All single consonants.

(5) Consonant digraphs, ch, sh, wh, th, gh, ph, ng, ck.

(0) The vowels, a, e, i, o, u.

(d) The diphthongs, ow, ou, oy, oi.

(e) Vowel digraphs, ai, ay, ey, ea, ei, ee, ie, oa, oo, ou, ow, ui,

ew, au, aw.

(/) Vowel equivalents, igh, eigh, augh, ough.
It is considered that no letter is silent in consonant di-

graphs, diphthongs, vowel digraphs, vowel equivalents, and

doubled consonants in the same syllable, but that each letter

partakes of the sound. Ex. t'dcJc, town, coat, weigh, tell.

II. A blended phonogram represents a compound sound. It

is a combination of simple phonograms uttered as nearly as

possible with one impulse of the voice, and is used as a unit in

the sounding of words. This class includes three subdivisions:

1. Consonant combinations used either as initials or endings.

Ex. Initials : st, fr, cl, sc.

Endings : ly, ry, cy, ty.

2. Family names composed of a vowel, vowel equivalent,
vowel digraph, or diphthong with its following consonant com-

binations. Ex. ack, eight, oak, owl.
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3. The union or blending of 1 and 2, giving words or word

forms.
Ex. stack, freight, cloak, scowl.

Word forms are combinations of initials and family names

having the form of words but without meaning. They are

produced in the phonic drill by means of the letter' squares
and Phonic Charts. They should not be presented to the child

in a permanent form. The object of the drill is not the mem-

orizing of words, but the power to blend instantly any com-

binations presented. The use of word forms allows greater

rapidity than is possible if word combinations only are pro-

duced in the drill. They also illustrate rules, and are, in

many cases, parts of words or syllables. Ex. cin der, suffer,

mut ton, tran som. While the use of word forms is not abso-

lutely essential to the development of the method, it is urged
as an aid in securing the best results. A word containing a

word form, as, cinder, will be recognized much more quickly by
the child in whose phonic drill the word form cin has been in-

cluded than by one not accustomed to seeing the phonogram.

III. Sight words are words taught as wholes, as in the

word method. If possible, they are resolved into phonograms
when the time for teaching the combinations comprising them

has arrived. They include :

1. Exceptions to phonic rules.

Ex. you, says, have, were.

The form and pronunciation of exceptions should be fixed

by frequent use in sentences. When possible, they are included

in the drill from the Phonic Charts.

2. Key Words. These, on analysis, give a basis for the

formation of other similar words.

Ex. my, go, see.
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PHONIC FACTS FOR FIRST MONTH OR DIVISION

I. Simple Phonograms. a, f, 1, m, n, 6, r, s, t, w, z, ch, sh k

II. Blended Phonograms.

Initials fl, fr, si, sm, sn, st, sw, tr, tw, shr.

Family names am, an, ann, as, ash, at, atch, ant, oil, om,

on, oss, ot, off, oft, ost, otch.

III. Addition of * to words and families.

IV. Sight Words. May, I, see, like, run, find, look, baby,

to, play, sister, my, name, jump, brother, this, is, boy, come.

SUGGESTIVE NAMES, GESTURES, AND SOUNDS OF

PHONOGRAMS

Teach and use the sound only, not the names of the letters.

Find the sound of a given phonogram by pronouncing slowly
words in which it appears ; separate the sound in question
from the other sounds of the word.

a The lamb's cry or the happy baby's laugh, as in cat,

man.

f The cross cat's sound, as in fat, fell, staff.

1 The first sound heard in lock, lamb, last ; last sound in

fall.

A twist of the wrist, as when turning a key in a lock.

m The cow's bellow, as in mat, mock, slam.

n Shaking of the head, as in negation, as in nap, net, can.

o The round sound, as in clock, pond, lock.

Circle made by bringing tips of thumb and forefinger

together.

r The cross dog's growl, as in rat, rim, ride,

s The snake sound, as in sat, tops, pass.

t The watch sound, as in tap, mat, sit.
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w The lip or wind sound, as in wag, wall, wont.

Lips puckered as though ready to form sound.

z Bee sound, as in buzz, zeal.

Both forefingers extended from the temples to indicate

the antennae of bees.

ch The engine sound, as in chill, chalk, Charlie.

sh The hushing sound, as in wash, shell, shad.

Hand raised to suggest silence.

SIMPLE PHONOGRAMS

The association between many simple phonograms and their

sounds is fixed through :

I. Stories or incidents.

II. Gestures.

III. Pictures.

I. Stories. The sounds are likened to those heard in nature

or in the routine of daily life. An apt illustration brightens
the drill, helps the child to get the sound correctly, and aids

in its retention. The stories should be short, and based upon
a child's interest, the sound to be taught being introduced as

often as possible. The letter square containing the phonogram
should be presented, and the phonogram recorded upon the

blackboard after the sound has been given and discussed.

Frequent reference should be made to the written character,

that the association between the phonogram and its sound may
be established. The suggestive names and pictures given in

the outlines for the different months indicate the thought or

incident that may be used in teaching the sound.

II. Gestures. These are made by the child as the associ-

ated sound is pronounced, or preferably by the teacher to recall

to the child's mind a desired sound. Thus, the extended warn-

ing hand recalls sh ; puckered lips recall w. The suggestive
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names serve the same purpose and are for the teacher's use

alone. Both names and gestures are discontinued as the

necessity for their use -disappears, i.e. as the phonograms are

learned.

III. Picture Charts. The Picture Charts are valuable

aids to the teaching of simple phonograms. With a few excep-

tions, each chart contains the four forms of the letter. The

picture is the associating link between the sound and its phono-

gram. Hang the Charts one by one, as the sounds they
illustrate are presented, to form a border at the base of the

blackboard, or in some place in easy view of the pupils, where

they can touch them. It is necessary for little children to

touch as well as see and hear the things they are to know about.

The Charts in this position are in constant use for reviews.

Hand the child, who does not recall the sound of a given phono-

gram, the letter square containing it. Tell him to match it on

the Picture Charts. He inspects each Chart, placing the square
he holds beside the letters of the Chart to compare the shape.
When he matches his letter, the picture beside it recalls the

illustration used, and the sound of the phonogram. Thus,
from the very beginning of the work the child learns to be self-

helpful. A Picture Chart should remain on view until all

necessity for reference to it has passed.

When presenting a simple phonogram, pronounce it dis-

tinctly, in full view of the pupils, that they may have oppor-

tunity to observe and to get the sound through imitation. Do
not, as a rule, call the child's attention to the position of his

vocal organs, but note closely this position when he is giving
a phonogram. An error in comprehension of sounds is quickly
detected by this means. If the mouth is opened when m is to

be sounded, the child is probably giving n instead of w, etc.

Make use of the incidents or happenings of the day. A child
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may fall asleep ; this is the time to present the sound of sh.

Some one may tell of a trip from home ; this is the opportunity
to talk about the sound of the steam engine, ch. The teacher

should remember that recitations about the sounds of letters are

of little practical value in learning to read. Form and sound

must be associated. She must make the association between the

sound and its phonogram so close that seeing or hearing one form

will recall the other instantly. Present first those sounds that are

familiar and that seem most easily illustrated. Inspection of

the thirteen sounds indicated in the heading for this month will

reveal the fact that nearly all of them are known to the child

through the ear as sounds of nature or of industry. With these

sounds the teacher's work is very simple. All she has to do is

to make them known to the eye to make them visible by pre-

senting the phonograms. When unfamiliar sounds are presented,

she has more to do, for the sound itself must be taught. To hear,

to enunciate, to recognize the phonogram is the natural order of

instruction.

SIGHT WORDS

The nineteen sight words of the month are in the spoken

vocabulary of every child of school age. He is now to recog-
nize the visible form of these words and to associate it with

the familiar sound and meaning. The action words of the list

should be taught first, then the nouns. Others in the list

should be presented in phrases.

MOVABLE CHART

Print the sight words in letters of at least one inch in height,

upon strips of cardboard four inches wide. This may be done

by using : (1) brass stencil, (2) rubber stamps, (3) brush or

rubber pen.
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(1) and (2) are the best means of reproduction, as the

letters are in actual print. With brush or rubber pen this is

not often possible. The script word should be written plainly

in large writing upon the reverse of the card. The words I see,

my name, this is, Is this, should be grouped. The remaining
words of the list should be printed upon separate slips. These

slips form a movable chart to which additions are made as the

sight words of the second month are taught. The words may be

arranged and rearranged with rapidity and ease to form many
sentence combinations. The blackboard work of the teacher is

greatly lessened by this means, and the pupils have the advan-

tage of comparing and reading sentences in both print and script.

(1) Place the group I see upon the blackboard ledge to

be read. Cover see with the slip containing look, run, jump, in

succession. Pupils read as the cards are placed.

I look I run I jump

(2) Place the group I see upon the ledge. Cover see

with the slip containing like, after like place the group

my name . Pupils read I like my name . Cover name

with sister, brother, to play, etc. Pupils read as the cards are

placed.

BLACKBOARD SENTENCES

The sentences should include, besides the nineteen sight

words of the list :

(1) The names of children in the class. These give a per-

sonal interest to the sentences.

(2) The phonic words formed in the drill : at, am, an, as,,

Ann, on, off.

Added interest and variety will be given to the reading by
the use of simple outline blackboard pictures to complete the;
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thought of a given sentence. The teacher who can supplement
her teaching power with simple blackboard pictures doubles

her efficiency. Ex. :

likes to jump.

Baby likes to play

I see baby sister on my

In the sentence drills the teacher should never lose sight of

the thought side of reading. The rapid changes in word com-

binations, possible through the movable chart, arouse the

interest and attention of the child, but the reading of the

sentences should never degenerate into mechanical drill

the calling of words that happen to be grouped.
Since the sight words used in these sentences are in the

spoken vocabulary of every child, they are already associated

with ideas they are not empty sounds void of meaning.
When presenting them, the teacher makes the child see that

they are visible forms of spoken words. She should make him

see that the written sentence is the visible form of the question

or statement of ordinary speech. To do this, she should

question as to the truth of the statement, and require the child

to ask or answer the question, or do the action. She must
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make sure that he thinks the thought of the sentence and is

able to express it as he reads.

SEAT WORK

Hectograph the simple and blended phonograms, phonic

words, and sight words of the month upon manilla card in large

plain writing. Make many duplicates in order that each child

may have several copies of each word or phonogram. Space
the writing so that when cut into small cards each containing
one word or phonogram, no card will be shorter than one inch

upon any side. Give each child a box or large manilla envelope

containing a set of these cards.

(1) Write known phonograms in a row upon the blackboard.

The pupils are to find the phonograms and arrange the cards in

the same order upon the desk.

(2) The pupils are to sort the cards into piles, placing

duplicate phonograms or words together.

(3) Write blended phonograms upon the board. The pupils
are to find these among their cards, arrange them in order upon
the desk, and build duplicates with single phonogram cards.

(4) Write sentences composed of sight words. The pupils
are to build these sentences with sight word cards.

They should be allowed to whisper the sounds to themselves

when working with the letter squares.

SPELLING

Exercise 1. Written spelling, page 106.

READING

Sentences from Movable Chart and from the blackboard.

With some classes, Reading for First Month, pages 1-15, Book

One, may be begun.
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OUTLINE OF WORK DAY BY DAY

First Day

Phonograms : a, sh, m, t, ch

SUGGESTIONS FOR PRESENTING PHONOGRAMS

a. Who has a little baby at home ? How old is she ? Do

you love her*? Can she talk ? What does she say ? I once

knew a baby who said something like a, a, when she was happy.
Does your baby ever say that? This (writing a upon the

board) makes us think of what the happy baby says. See, it

is on this card (shows letter square). You may all say a.

What is this on the board, Mary ? What is on the card, John ?

(Teacher writes a in several places on the blackboard.) Alice

may find a. Willie may find it. What did Willie find, Edith?

(Concert recitation should always be followed by individual

recitations. The teacher should see that each child gives the

sound correctly.)

sh. Does baby stay awake all day ? Are you noisy while

baby sleeps ? Why do you try to be still ? If baby is sleeping

when you get home from school, how could mamma tell you to

be quiet without speaking aloud ? She could hold up her hand

so (raising hand to suggest silence), and say sh, sh. I will

write sh on the board. You may all look at it and hold up your

hand, saying sh, as mamma does. (Present Picture Chart.)

What (pointing to a) does the happy baby say ? What (point-

ing to sh) does mamma say when baby sleeps ?

m. I am thinking of an animal. I will tell you about it.

It is large. It has two horns. It has a long thin tail with a

tassel at the end. It chews the cud. It says m, m (teacher

prolongs the sound). What is it? That is right ; it is a cow.

(Presents Picture Chart.) Tell me what the cow says; all to-
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gether tell me
;
John tell ; Elsie tell. This (writing ra) is a

picture of what the cow says.

t. One night a little girl sat upon papa's knee. He took

out his watch and held it close to her ear. " The watch talks

to me, papa," said the little girl.
" It says , ,

." How many
children in this class have heard a watch talk ? You may
listen to my watch. What did it say to you, Mary ? What to

you, John ? You may all tell me what the watch says. This

(writing t on the blackboard) will make us think of the sound

the watch makes. It looks somewhat like the hand of the

watch. Of what sound does it make us think ? (Present
Picture Chart.)

ch. Ask different pupils about the way they spent the

summer. Let those who went from home tell where they
went and how they went. Those who rode on the steam cars

waited at the station until the train came in. Teacher tells how
she knows that the train is near. She hears the sound <?A, ch.

(Present Picture Chart.)

REVIEW

What sound is this (writing a) ? What is this (f) ? and this

(sA) ? Tell me this sound (m). Point to ch (use the sound,

not the name of the letter). Point to a, to m, to sh. (Present
the letter squares, a, sh, t, m, ch.) Find ch. Find sh. Place

a's card against the blackboard. What sound is on this card ?

You may play that the baby is asleep. Hold up your hands,

saying
"
sh," as you go to your seats.

Second Day
Review : 5,, t, ch, sh, m

HOW TO RECALL THE SOUND OF A PHONOGRAM

If a child does not remember the sound of a phonogram
after it has been taught, do not tell him what it is, and do not
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repeat the story told when it was presented. This may
seem an easy way to do, but it is not a helpful way. There are

three legitimate ways by which the sound may be recalled : 1, by

telling the suggestive name ; 2, by directing attention to the

Picture Chart ; 3, by giving the appropriate gesture. By using
these ways the teacher makes the child think makes him do

his part of the work. If she tells the sound when he cannot

recall it, she does the work ;
he is a passive agent and soon be-

comes inattentive and careless. Use of one or all of these

methods seldom fails to bring the sound to mind, but if they do

fail, put the child in charge of one (not the bright child of the

class) who knows the sound. Let him take the forgetful one

to the Picture Chart, repeat the story, or, in any way he can,

impress the fact to be learned. Children delight in being

mutually helpful.
" Sometimes a child can help a child better

even than the teacher can."

GAME DRILLS FOR OBTAINING SIGHT RECOGNITION
OF SIMPLE PHONOGRAMS

Obtain individual recitations; the goal is individual power.
Cultivate rapidity in mental action.

(1) Place letter squares containing known phonograms in a

row upon the blackboard ledge. The teacher says,
" John may

find t and hand it to me. Mary may give me sA," etc. Each

child takes part in the exercise. The class helps by repeating
the sound until the square is found. Then all clap hands.

(2) Require the sounds of phonograms to be given as the

letter squares are presented in rapid succession. If a child

hesitates, let the next tell.

SCRIPT AND PRINT

Both script and print may be used in the drills without con-

fusion to the child. All blackboard work should be in script ;
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the cards and charts afford extensive drill in print. The print

and script forms of the letters are grouped upon the Picture

Charts. Attention should be called to these when the Charts

are presented, though at first emphasis should be laid upon the

small letters. The script side of the letter square should be

presented first. After the pupils can recognize readily the

script form of several phonograms, a guessing game or a game
of sharp eyes may be played : Turn the print side of letter

square m to view. " What sound does this make you think

of ?" or,
" Who can tell what is on the other side of this card ?

"

Some child will be quick to see the resemblance in form to

script m. Present the print side of other known letter squares.

The letter a is the only one in which the two forms differ widely.

To help in obtaining recognition of the print letter, cover the

upper part with a blank card, thus, ^. The familiar script a is

discovered in the lower part.

Sight Words : run, jump.

SUGGESTIONS FOR PRESENTING SIGHT WORDS

The teacher writes run upon the board, saying :
" This is a

word. It tells me to do something. It tells me to do this."

(Teacher runs.) "All who know what the word said raise

hands. Mary may whisper in my ear what she thinks it said."

The word is written several times ; each time the action is

performed by the teacher and by those children who catch

the thought, until every child knows what the word says.

(Teacher calls or dismisses the class by pointing to the word

run.)

Jump is written upon the board. The teacher says : "A little

insect with long legs does this in the grass. Frogs do it ; boys
and girls can do it. I can do it. See!" (Teacher jumps.)
" What does the word say ? You may all do this

"
(writing

run).
" You may all do this

"
(writi
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Third Day

Phonograms : f, r

f, r. Speak of cats and dogs that are good friends. Let

pupils tell of their own pets. What does the cat say when she

fears a strange dog ? She says f, f. How does the dog growl
when he is angry ? He growls r, r. (Present Picture Charts.)

GAME DRILLS

As phonograms and words are taught, include the letter

squares and word slips among the cards used in game drills.

Review previous games.

(3) Stand cards in a row on the blackboard ledge. All the

pupils close their eyes. While the eyes are shut, the teacher or

child touches a card. Pupils open eyes and try to find the

card touched. For example, m was touched. First pupil

asks, "Is it f?" touching f . Teacher answers,
" No." Each

child in turn tries to find it. If no one succeeds, the teacher

tells.

(4) Pass three or four letter squares to as many children.

They are to match the phonograms upon the Picture Charts

and give the sound. Each child then stands beside the board

on which known phonograms are written and holds his card in

plain sight. The other pupils look along the line of cards to

find, match, and sound the written phonograms.

Sight Words: I, see, the name of a child in the class.

Present script form upon the blackboard.

Read sentences formed with word slips :

I see . Run, . {Use child's name.)
I run. Jump, -

.

I jump. I see jump.
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Fourth Day

GAME DRILLS

Review all games.

(5) Distribute letter squares and word slips to those who

tell correctly the sounds represented upon them. See who

holds the greatest number of cards at the end of the exercise.

(Provide duplicate cards.)

(6) Each child, holding the squares he had at the close of

the last exercise, goes to the place at the blackboard assigned

him by the teacher. He places each square right side up on the

ledge. He plays that they are cows, sheep, or birds, accord-

ing to the name given to the game. The pupils listen atten-

tively as the teacher calls the flocks home. She says,
u I wish

sA," enunciating very clearly and distinctly, so that there may
be no question about the sound asked for. Each child inspects

his squares to find the one marked sh. Those who find it run

quickly to the teacher, giving the sound as they hand her the

square. The teacher continues to call until all the flock is

at home.

Sight Word: find.

Form with word slips, I find.

Review previous sentences.

Read from the blackboard :

I see a ^ ^ I find a

I see a d|i I find a
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Fifth Day

Phonogram : z

2. I am thinking of a busy little insect. It flies among the

flowers. It has two little feelers on its head. (Teacher makes

the gesture.) It makes honey. It sings a little song. Tell

me what the insect is. Yes, it is a bee. This is the song of

the bee, z, z, z. Let us play that we are bees. (All make the

gesture and give the sound.) Teacher writes 2, presents

Picture Chart, shows the letter square, calls for individual reci-

tations.

GAME DRILLS

Include all phonograms and words in the drills.

Review previous games.

(7) This drill may be used at the close of the recitation or

just before recesses. In it the children form in line for passing.

Those who can name a phonogram or word at sight as the

teacher presents the letter squares rapidly, one after the other,

pass first. Those who hesitate, take the card from the teacher

and remain in line for a second or third chance. The teacher

assists them to recall the sounds of phonograms by making
use of the suggestive names.

Sight Word: like.

Form with word slips, 1 like.

Review previous sentences. Read from the blackboard.

Hike
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SECOND WEEK

Sixth Day

Phonogram : w

w. Speak of Indian mother and her pappoose. The pap-

poose's cradle hangs in a tree. Baby is rocked to sleep by
the soft winds ; hears them make the sound w, w. (Present

Picture Chart.) Pappoose hears the bees as they fly by. They
make the sound 2, z.

EAR TRAINING

Pronounce distinctly a word beginning with a sound already

taught. The pupils are to tell the initial sound and to give

other words beginning with the same sound.

BLENDING

Consonants are blended, used as initials.

Ex. tr, fr, tw.

A vowel sound is blended with following consonants to form

family names.

Ex. at, ash, atch, am, an .

All blended phonograms are uttered as nearly as possible

with one impulse of the vocal organs.

Pronounce : tr not t-r, ash not a-sh.

The teacher may readily assure herself regarding the pro-

nunciation of blended phonograms by pronouncing slowly mono-

syllables in which they occur. The value of the phonogram will

be made evident by making a slight pause between the initial

letters and the family name ; as, d is heard in eZ-ock, c?Z-am,

<?Z-ay, cZ-ick
; bl is heard in 5Z-ack, &-end, bl-ow, bl-esLch. The

phonogram is to be sounded as it is heard in such words.

Illustrate the blending of sounds by representing them as
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walking and talking together. Sketch in simple outline a

sketch upon the blackboard :

Pretend with the pupils that a lives in the house on the left,

that t lives in the house on the right. When a reached the

corner on its way to school, it waited there for t to come.

When they met they began to talk as children do when they
meet a playmate. Listen to what they say as they walk along

together, at, at, at. At is the first blended phonogram. After

these sounds are blended, do not drill upon a and t separately.
Drill upon the combination at.

Erase t from the sketch. Play that t has moved away and
that m lives in his house. A and m walk down the paths,

meet, and talk, saying am. Erase m, substitute sh, form ash.

Erase a, write o in its place, form ot, om, on, etc. In a similar

way, form tr, si, tw, sm, etc.

Also illustrate the blend by holding letter squares in the

following positions, the sound being given as the square is

presented :

a)

(2)

(3)

Repeat rapidly several times, bringing the cards nearer together
at each sounding until the sounds blend easily as the cards are
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overlapped. Present the overlapped cards (Fig. 3) for sight

recognition.

Seventh Day

Phonogram : 6

6. Teacher presents a ring. Show me something as round

as this ring. Open your mouths; make the opening round as

a ring. Say 0, 0, while your mouths are open. is the round

sound. The letter is round. Your mouths have a round

opening as you say 0, 0. (Present Picture Chart.)

Blend at once with known phonograms to form ot, om, osh,

off, 02, otch.

Drop drill upon all simple phonograms when they can be rec-

ognized at sight, in favor of drill upon blended phonograms in

which they appear. Extensive drill upon single sounds leads to

explosive or faulty enunciation ;
b becomes CM, d becomes du, I

becomes ul, h becomes ha. The effort to make the sound dis-

tinctly and the interest of the exercise tend to produce this

deterioration of sound. The direct result of such drill upon

single letters is that blending or combining sounds becomes

much more difficult than it need be to many children, particu-

larly so to those who are not ear-minded.

To RECALL BLENDED PHONOGRAMS

If the sound of a blended phonogram cannot be recalled,

cover the last letter while the child sounds the first ; then

cover the first letter as he sounds the last. Remove the cover

and let him pronounce the phonogram. Some children obtain

clear perception of the blend readily ; others require con-

siderable drill before it dawns upon them. It is often

advisable to assist a child who is not ear-minded, in pronounc-

ing the first blended phonograms.
Do not defeat the object of the drill by attempting the
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wearisome task of teaching blended phonograms as wholes, to

be remembered as units. Simple phonograms must be learned

in this way, but sight recognition of blended phonograms comes

slowly and surely through frequent games and drills, and the

constant application and growth of the power to blend one

sound with another. Sight recognition is the goal ; while

striving to reach it, however, the child should retain the power
to give any part of any phonogram if required. He should be

able to analyze as well as build the phonogram.

THREE SETS OF CAKDS TO BE USED IN GAME DRILLS

Print all family names as they are blended upon slips of

cardboard by means of brass stencils or rubber stamps, or

obtain these family names in this form by cutting a set of

large Phonic Charts into strips.

Three sets of cards are now available for use in game drills :

(1) Letter squares.

(2) Sight word slips.

(3) Family name slips.

As phonograms are blended, include the squares or family

name slips with the cards used, in order to keep all facts

taught in constant review.

GAME DRILL

(8) The teacher presents letter squares and word slips in

rapid succession. Each child buys a ticket for his seat

sounds the phonogram presented to him.

Sight Words : brother, a child's name.

Read the following sentences from word slips :

I see brother . See brother run.

I like brother . See brother jump.
Find brother . See jump.
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Eighth Day

Phonogram : s

s. A cat was playing with something in the field. This

had no feet, no legs, no hands, no arms. It climbed a little

bush, and ran so quickly here and there that kitty could not

catch it. What do you suppose it was ? It makes the sound,

s, s, when it is frightened or angry. This is a picture of

it. Show Picture Chart of snake.

Blend: oss, ost, sw, st, sn.

ADDITION OF s TO FAMILIES AND WORDS

Blend final s with family names upon the blackboard and

place the letter square [cut] after known sight words for

blending. Final after
jt?, , &, or / is sharp like initial *

or ss. It is difficult to give 8 this sharp sound after other

letters. In speech, s in this position usually takes the sound

of z. Test this statement by pronouncing these phonograms :

8 sharp s like z

jumps ats runs ams

likes affs finds as

packs whiffs sees brothers

The teacher should know why and when the z sound of s is

used, but it is not advisable to present this as a teaching lesson

to little children. Assist them in their first efforts to blend

final s with words or families that require the z sound. Let

them get it by imitation. Afterward they will slur the sound
of s when necessary and do it, as we do, unconsciously.

Sight Words : to play.

Read sentences formed with word slips, or in script from the

blackboard. Present phrases for separate drill.
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Brother plays. to run to find

Brother jumps. to jump to play
Brother runs. to see to see brother

I like to play, to run, to jump,
- - to see brother.

Brother likes to play, to jump, to find .

I like to see play, jump, run.

GAME DRILLS

(9) Present a card to each child in turn round the class.

He is to sound the phonogram or say the word. Each child

takes the card he has sounded correctly. Work rapidly. If

a child hesitates, pass to the next. Give the hesitating ones

other chances to tell, but do not let the exercise drag by wait-

ing for them to say what they do not know. When all the

cards have been passed out, the teacher announces that she is

ready to take pictures.

Child. Will you please take my child's picture ?

Teacher. What is your child's name ?

The child holds the letter square up to view, and gives the

sound. The teacher writes the phonogram.
The game should be changed with each turn around the

class. The changes must be made rapidly, or attention \\ ill

lag and desired results will be lost. Do not waste time with

elaborate game devices. These should be time savers, not time

wasters. The teacher should say simply, "Let us play some-

thing else," then name the next game, or accept the game sug-

gested
1

by the class. It will be seen that the new game is in

many cases the old game under a new title.

The blackboard may be :

(10) A post office. Each child says, "Please post this

letter."

(11) A table to be set. Each child has a dish for the table.
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(12) A Christmas tree. Each child hangs a present on

the tree.

(13) A bank. Each child puts money in the bank.

(14) An automobile. As fathers and mothers, the pupils
send their children for a ride. Etc., etc.

The games are played until the blackboard is full or all the

squares and slips have been returned to the teacher.

Another series of games in which the phonograms are erased

from the blackboard, one by one, as they are correctly sounded

by the pupils, provides opportunity for interesting and valuable

oral language exercises. These should be used as rest exercises

between the games. As in the games upon the playground,
the inattentive, careless child who cannot do his part loses the

privilege of the game. This is more of an incentive to atten-

tion and effort than any amount of urging on the part of the

teacher. The games proceed :

(15) The blackboard filled with phonograms and words is

the post office.

Each child in turn says, "I see a letter for me."

Teacher says, "Touch it, and tell what it is."

Child chooses a phonogram and gives the sound as he touches

it with the pointer.

Teacher erases, gives it to the child. Those who cannot

choose and sound quickly and correctly do not receive a letter,

and are not allowed to join in the language exercise that

follows. In this, each child in turn faces the class, places his

hands as holding a letter, and plays that he is reading it aloud

as he volunteers a simple statement. This is the beginning of

original language work. It calls into play the constructive

imagination. At first the only requirement is that the state-

ment should be interesting.

(16) Blackboard is the bank. Pupils draw money.

Language exercise : Tell what is to be done with it.
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(17) Blackboard is a Christmas tree. Pupils choose gifts.

Language exercise : Unwrap and tell what the gift is.

(18) Blackboard is fruit stand. Pupils buy fruit.

Language exercise : Tell what it tastes like.

Ninth Day

Phonogram : n

n. A little baby could not talk, but he could understand

what was said to him. When mamma put him in his carriage,
he nodded his head and laughed for joy. When she wished

to take him out of the carriage, he shook his head and said " n !

n!"

Blend : an, ann, ant, on, sn.

GAME DRILLS AND LANGUAGE EXERCISE

(10) Post Office. (11) Setting Table.

(12) Christmas Tree. (16) Drawing Money.

Sight Words : my name, child's name.

Read sentences from the blackboard :

my name. I see my name.

my brother. I like my name.

See my name. I see my brother's name.

See my brother. I like my brother's name.

ACTION SENTENCES

Run to brother. Find my name.

Run to . Find my brother's name.

Run to -
. Find my brother.

The child who reads the sentence chooses another child to do

the action.
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Tenth Day

Phonogram : 1

1. What is this (showing a key) ? How is it used? Say
the word "lock" slowly "1 ock." Now say the first part of

the word alone, "1." This (showing phonogram) is a picture

of the sound I. Play it is a key. Make the gesture as though

turning a key in the lock as you say, "1, 1." (Present Picture

Chart.)

Blend: oil, si, fl.

GAME DRILLS AND LANGUAGE EXERCISE

(13) Bank.

(11) Setting Table.

Sight Words : this is.

Read sentences from word slips and from the blackboard :

(10) Post Office.

(17) Christmas Tree.

my name.

This is my name.

This is -

This is brother -

runs.

is my brother.

A*is a /_

J~l

This is my

This is my

My name is -

I see my name.

THIRD WEEK
Eleventh Day

Review all phonograms and words by means of Game Drills.

(9) Taking Pictures. (11) Setting Table.

(14) Automobile. (18) Fruit Stand.
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Sight Words: May, sister.

With word slips present :

sister May. May likes to run, to jump, to play,

my sister. I see May jump.
I see May. My name is May.
I find May. Brother's name is .

Find May's name. My sister's name is .

Jump, May. I see my sister's name.

Run, sister. Brother sees May's name.

Run, May. Brother runs to sister.

I find sister. Sister runs.

Questions

May I jump? May I find brother's name?

May I run ? May I find sister's name ?

May I play ? May I find May ?

Twelfth Day

Review by means of Game Drills :

No. 2, see page 28.

Nos. 5 and 6, see page 31.

Sight Words : baby, is this.

Select sentences for reading from the following :

I see baby. Is this baby?
I see my baby brother. Is this baby sister?

I see baby sister. Is this baby brother?

This is my baby brother. This is my baby sister.

This baby runs. Sister sees baby.

Baby likes to play. Brother sees baby.

Baby's name is May. I like to see baby play.

I like baby's name. Baby sees sister May.
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Find baby. Baby plays, jumps.
Find baby's name. Baby sees sister jump.

Run, baby. Run to May.

Play, baby. Run to brother.

Find brother, baby. Baby, run to brother.

Find sister, May. Brother runs.

May runs. Baby runs.

Write the sentences upon the blackboard. Give each child

a word slip. He is to match the printed word upon his slip

with a script word upon the board. Each child reads the

sentence in which he has matched a word.

Thirteenth Day

Keep all facts in constant review through Game Drills.

(7) See page 32. (14) Automobile.

(10) Post Office. (16) Drawing Money.

Sight Word: look. Phonic Words: am, at.

Present :

I am May. Baby looks at May.
I am brother. Sister looks at baby.
Look at baby. T look at brother.

Baby sees brother. See brother jump at baby.

Look, brother. I look at baby.

Look, baby. I look at May.

A and the should never be separated from their nouns.

They take the obscure sound of the vowel or are slighted in

the pronunciation of the phrase. Give phrase drill:

a baby. a sister.

a baby brother. a brother.

a name. the baby brother.

a baby's name. the baby sister.

May I see the baby ? Look at the baby.
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Fourteenth Day

G-ame Drills. Pupils choose games to be played.

Sight Word: boy. Phonic Word: on.

Present :

I am a boy.

My name is

I see my brother.

Baby likes boys.

Boys run.

Boys jump.

Boys play.

May is on a

Boys like to run, to jump.

Boys like to play.

Is this my baby sister?

Is this my sister May?
Boys like baby.

I see brother on a

Fifteenth Day

Pupils choose games to be played,
come. Phonic Word: off.

G-ame Drills.

Sight Word:

Present :

Run off.

Jump off.

Come, May.
Come, baby.

Read many review sentences.

Come to sister.

Come to brother.

Come to May, baby.
Come to sister, baby.

FOURTH WEEK

Use this week for reviews and for giving extra time and

attention to laggards or those who for any reason are not up to

grade. Rearrange the class grouping so that this may be done

effectively. Work for sight recognition of all words and

phonograms.
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GAME DRILLS

(19) Use the Phonic Charts in the games. Upon Phonic

Chart No. 1 a number of short a and short o families can be

blended and recognized. For example, at, am, atch, ot, ost,

oil, etc. Pupils close their eyes while the teacher touches one

of these known phonograms. The game proceeds as in game
No. 3, page 30.

Other games and devices for the use of letter squares and

charts will occur to the practical teacher. In the games and

drills, no deliberation over the recognition of phonograms
should be allowed. It should be instantaneous or not at all.

With some classes or with some class divisions, Book One

may be taken and reading for first month begun.
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PHONIC FACTS FOR SECOND MONTH OR DIVISION

I. Simple phonograms. b, c, d, g, h, I, j, k, p. q, ee.

II. Blended phonograms.

Initials bl, cl, gl, pi, br, cr, dr, gr, pr, sc, sk, sp, dw.

Family names ab, ad, ag, ap, ack, amp, and.

ob, od, og, op, ock, omp, ond, ont.

ib, id, if, ig, im, in, ip, is, it, ich, ick, iff, ift, ilk, ill.

ilt, imp, inch, ind, hit, ish, iss, ist, itch.

eech, eed, eef, eek, eel, eem, een, eep, eer, eet.

III. Placing of initial consonant.

IV. Sight words. Rose, ball, leaves, kitty, have, are, little,

yes, pretty, with, where, what, for, oh, girl, old.

Key Words: my, me, go, you, find.

SUGGESTIVE NAMES

p Puffing of steamboat, as in pat, puff, trap.

d The doves' sound, as in dot, doll, rod.

b The first sound heard in bag, bell, bite.

g The bottle sound, as in go, give, guess. This sound is

heard when water is poured from a narrow-necked bottle.

h The tired sigh or the dog's pant, as in hat, home, hod.

j The first sound heard in Jack, Jill, jet.

c, k, q The choking sound, as in cat, pack, kill.

i The squeak of the mouse or the little pig's cry, as in it, in,

ill.

ee Twin sounds, as in see, meet, feet.

To assist the child in comprehending a sound, the teacher

should place her vocal organs in the correct position for its

enunciation.
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I. PICTURE CHARTS
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SEAT WORK

(1) Hectograph in large, plain writing the phonograms and

sight words of the month upon manila card. Cut as directed

in seat work for First Month, and continue the exercises of

that month.

(2) Place phonograms in large writing upon the blackboard.

Require each pupil to trace a phonogram a given number of

times and then write it beside the copy.

SPELLING

Exercise 1. Written Spelling, page 106.
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READING

Print the sight words of the month upon slips of cardboard

and add them, as they are presented, to the Movable Chart.

Also use them in sentences upon the blackboard. Let each

child read two or three sentences at a time.

FIRST BOOK

Reading from the First Book should be a daily class exercise.

Under Reading for First Month or Division, pages 1-15, sen-

tences composed of the sight words of the month are grouped
into simple stories. It is probable that the pupil has read every
one of these in print from the Movable Chart, or in script from

the blackboard. No problem appears in the division that he is

not able to solve at this time. The new feature about this

reading is the use of the book and the recognition of the words
in smaller print than has been used before. Reading for the

First Month should be read as the phonic work for the second

month is in progress. Many classes will finish the division

before the end of the second month. With these, Reading for

the Second Month, pages 16-42, should be begun.
The book should be placed in the hands of the pupil during

at least one study period each day. He should be encouraged
to read the stories under Reading for the First Month by
himself, and he will take delight in doing so. The habit of in-

dependent reading will be formed as he is engaged , in this

pleasant and profitable seat work.

KEY WORDS

A key word is a sight word through which the child masters

other words of the same family. When the key word me can

be recognized at sight, cover e while m is sounded by the class ;

cover m while e is sounded. Both letters are uncovered as the
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word is pronounced. Present for sounding we, she, be, etc.

In a similar way analyze my and present by, fly, etc. Analyze

go and present no, so, lo, etc. Affix r to you, forming your.

Write each set of words obtained from the key word in a

column, that the similarity of construction may be plain, and

drill thoroughly.

Ex. my go me you find

cry no he your kind

try do she

dry to we

When the go words are easily recognized and sounded, com-

plete the column by adding the two exceptions to and do.

Underscore or inclose exceptions in parentheses, that the child

may note these words easily.

FIRST WEEK

First Day

Phonogram : eeO

Blend: eet, eer, een, eem, eel, eef, eech.

Drill in print from the Charts : Place the letter square e e

before em, en, et, on Phonic Chart No. 1 to form eem, een, eet;

place it before er, on Phonic Chart No. 3 to form eer. When
I, d, and p are known, eb, ed, and ep will be used in this drill.

Key Word: me. Blend: me, she, we.

Cover the first letter in the phonogram ee on Equivalent
Chart e with successive initials to form me, she, we. When b

and h are known, these initials will be used in this drill.

GAME DRILLS

Keep all facts in constant review by means of games.

Pupils close their eyes while the teacher forms
|

eet upon
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Chart No. 1. When the eyes are opened, the first pupil takes

the letter square and places it to make one of the ee phonograms

upon the Chart, pronouncing the phonogram he has formed,

and asking if it is the one the teacher made. Each child in

turn tries, until some one succeeds in forming the right

phonogram.
Pronounce distinctly words containing known phonograms.

The pupils are to tell the sounds they recognize.

Sight Words: what, child's name.

Present the following sentences :

What is this? See, baby. See me jump.
This is baby. We run. We jump.
What is baby's name ? We like to play.

Baby's name is . Come, baby.

What may baby see ? Run to brother.

Baby may see me. We like to see baby run.

Baby likes to play. She likes to jump.
What may she play ? She likes to play.

She may jump. She likes to see me run.

She may run. She likes to see me jump.

The sentences in the first column may be read as a dialogue

by two children ;
or one child may ask the questions and the

class may answer in concert. Again, the child who asks the

questions may choose different children to answer them. He
should name the child who is to answer, as he asks the question ;

as, "What is baby's name, Alice?" "What may she play,

John ?
"

This exercise helps in obtaining ease of expression.

Second Day

Phonogram : p

Blend: sp, pr, pi, ap, op, amp, omp, eep.
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GAME DRILLS

Include all new phonograms in the games. Play No. 5 and

No. 6, see page 31. The cards may be placed on the desks

for inspection as the teacher calls for them.

Sight Words: little, girl.

Present :

a little brother. I see little baby, May.
a little sister. Run to sister, little May.
a little baby. Run to brother, little baby.

Come, little sister. Baby likes to see the girls play.

Run, little baby. Baby likes to see the boys jump.

SOMETHING TO Do

Come, little girls. Jump, boys.

Come, little boys. Jump, girls.

Run to me, girls. Run off, boys.

Third Day

Phonogram : g
Blend: gr, gl, ag, og.

GAME DRILLS

Play games in which the Phonic Charts are used.

Key Words: you, find. Blend: your, mind, grind.

Present :

I see you, . Is this your brother?

I see you run. Is this your sister?

I see you jump. Is this your little sister?

I see you, May. Your brother runs.

I see you jump. Your sister runs.

I see you run. Your baby sister likes to play.
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Fourth Day

Phonogram : i

Blend: im, in, is, it, itch, ich, iff, ift, ill, ilt, inch, int, ish, iss,

ist. Give rapid drill from Phonic Charts Nos. 1 and 2 upon
these families. When 6, d, jt?, c, k are known, the short i fami-

lies containing these phonograms will be included in this drill

from the Charts.

GAME DRILLS

Include the short i families in all games.

Sight Word: Rose.

Present :

What girl is this ? Is your sister Rose little ?

This is Rose. Is Rose a little girl?

What is your name ? I like Rose.

My name is Rose. I like roses.

Is Rose your sister? See this rose, May.
Rose is my little sister. See this little rose.

Fifth Day

Phonograms : c, k, q

Blend: cl, cr, sc, sk, ack, ick, ock, ilk, eek.

GAME DRILLS

Review by presenting cards in rapid succession, all simple
and blended phonograms and sight words.

Sight Word: have.

Present :

What have you?
I have a rose.

I have a little sister.
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I have a brother .

I have a baby sister.

Have you a brother?

Have you a little

Have you a little

SECOND WEEK

Sixth Day

BLENDING OF INITIAL CONSONANT

Develop the blend between the initial and the family name

as follows :

Overlap two letter squares to form a t and present for

sight recognition, holding the overlapped cards in the left

hand. With the right hand, present the letter square r, say-

ing,
" This is the name of a little animal that runs around after

dark, r -at, r-at, rat. All sound rat as I show the cards."

Make rapid changes of the initial letter squares :
" This word

will tell us what all boys and girls should be. Sound, / -at,

f- at, fat." "This is what the cat sleeps on. Sound, m -at,

m-at, mat." "This is what we wear on our heads. Sound,

h -at, h-at, hat" etc.

Form other family names with overlapped letter squares.

With these, present initials in rapid succession ; keep and

increase the interest by comments on the words as the children

sound
; as,

" This is what we have for breakfast, h -ash, h-ash,

hash." "This is what mother does to potatoes, m -ash, m-ash,
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mash." "This is what we hear when dishes fall, cr -ash, cr-ash,

crash," etc.

Repeat each drill rapidly several times, bringing the cards

nearer together at each sounding till the union of sound pro-
duces the word. Drill till the blend is complete as the cards

are overlapped.

Seventh Day

Write words on the board, saying :
" Sound these words.

I will make a picture of what each word says after you
sound it."

Children sound : Teacher draws with simple outlines :

m-at mat

c -at cat

s -at sat

Require each child to sound one of these illustrated words

before passing to his seat. Those who have gained perception
of the blend will do this with little difficulty, as the picture

helps in getting the word.

Write family names upon the blackboard : an, at, ash, op,
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eet, ilk. By means of the letter squares, present a succession

of initials to be used with them as in the previous exercises,

or prefix the same initial to each family name ; as,

man, mat, m ash, jet, milk.

Write words arranged in families on the blackboard; as,

rat man mash

fat plan trash

mat ran flash

Sound the words in columns, covering and uncovering the parts

of each word as they are sounded.

Sight Word: yes.

Use phonic words can, cat, ran, from, milk, in sentences

upon the blackboard with review sight words:

Is this your cat? Yes. She ran from my brother.

Can your cat run? My cat likes me.

Yes, my cat ran off. She likes milk.

Eighth Day

Write twenty-five or thirty words from list No. l,page 61, in

columns upon the blackboard, and sound. Make as many
columns as there are family names represented in the words

selected. Insist on accurate enunciation. Work for instant

recognition of phonograms and comprehension of the blend be-

tween the initial and the family name. Use both concert and

individual drill.

GAME DRILLS

Pupils close their eyes while the teacher touches a word in

one of the columns. When eyes are opened, each child in turn

tries to guess the word touched. First child touches fat, say-
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ing, "Is it f-at, fat?" Second child touches mash, saying,
" Is

it m-ash, mash?" If no one guesses the right word, the teacher

tells. Work rapidly.

Sight Words: pretty, leaves.

Use phonic words can, toss, not, catch, in sentences with re-

view sight words :

Come, play toss. I like to play toss.

Play toss. Toss to me.

Can you catch ? Toss to May.
I can catch. May cannot catch.

See me toss to you. She can run.

Ninth Day

Write words from list No. 2, page 61, in columns upon the

blackboard, and drill as on the previous day.

Drop separate drill upon blended phonograms when they can

be blended with facility, in favor of drill where the initial is

blended with the family name. Extensive, isolated drill upon
the initial combinations leads to error in enunciation, bl becomes

bul, cr becomes cur, etc.

The child should not be allowed to sound the letters of a word

separately. They should be grouped as in the drill. Sound :

1. The initial combination uttered as nearly as possible with

one impulse of the voice. It is not made -emphatic or pro-

longed.
2. The family name.

3. The word pronounced.

Ex. 1 tr 2 ack 3 track

A slight pause should be made between 1 and 2.

Reverse this method of sounding by first presenting the
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family name to be sounded, then present the initial. This is

to be blended at once with the family name to form the word.

Ex. 1 ack 2 track

Both methods should be used.

In sounding longer words, a slight pause will naturally be

made between the syllables.

Ex. 1 un 2 der 3 stand 4 ing 5 understanding

By the second method :

1 ing 2 anding 3 erstanding 4 understanding

Sight Words: with, old.

Use phonic words frog, log, green, old, swim, in sentences

with review sight, words :

Can you swim, - ? Yes, it is an old green frog.

Yes, I can swim. See it swim off.

I can swim to that old log. You can swim, old frog.

Can you see what is on the log? We like to see you swim.

Tenth Day

Drill from the Phonic Charts Nos. 1 and 2, blending initials

with known family names ; as,

atch, atch; c ost,

r
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With the exceptions mentioned above, blend any known initial

with any known family name.

Sight Word: ball.

Use phonic words spin, top, Tom, still, in sentences with re-

view sight words :

I have a green top. Spin tops with me.

Have you a top, Torn ? Can your top spin ?

Yes, I have an old top. My top can spin, spin, spin.

Is your top green, Tom ? Come on, boys, spin tops with me.

THIKD WEEK

Eleventh Day

How TO DRILL FROM THE CHARTS

Drill from the Phonic Charts Nos. 1 and 2 : Use each line in

turn of known phonograms across the Charts. Use all known
initials in the drill. Blend a different initial with each line.

Ex. t
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Twelfth Day

Phonogram : h

Continue drill from Phonic Charts. Include h with the

initials used in the drill.

Sight Word: Kitty.

Use phonic words sleep, milk, pan, lap, sits, soft, in sentences

with review sight words.

Thirteenth Day

Phonogram : d

Blend: dr, dw, and, ond, eed, ad, od, id.

Continue Chart drill. Include the new phonograms with

the initials and families used in the drill.

Sight Word: where.

Use phonic words dog, Dash, has, stick, swim, in sentences

with review sight words.

Fourteenth Day
Key Word: my.
Blend by placing initial letter squares before the last y in the

last column on Phonic Chart No. 3 to form cry, dry, fry, sly,

try, my, shy, fly, ply, pry, sky, spy, sty.

Continue drill from the Phonic Charts.

Read sentences that contain phonic words and known sight

words.

Fifteenth Day

Phonogram : b

Blend: bl, br, ab, ob, ib.

Continue drill from the Phonic Charts. Include the new
families with the initials and families used in the drill.
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To overcome the confusion between both sound and form of

b and d that often exists in the pupil's mind, place the letter

squares containing these sounds back to back. Hold them in

place with a rubber band. Drill upon them alternate 1

y.

Ex.
' '

on

If needed, drill in a similar way with c and g, m and n, etc.

FOURTH WEEK

Phonogram :
j

Blend with known families on the Charts.

Give daily drill from the Phonic Charts.

Readiness in reading depends upon thoroughness of drill.

Sight Word: oh. Key Word: go.

Blend by covering the first letter of the phonogram oo on

Equivalent Chart o with successive initials to form go, ho, lo,

no, so, to, do.

VOCABULARY

The reading vocabulary at the end of the second month
includes the sight words for the first and second months, the

names of children in the class, and phonic words selected from

the following list. The listed words include all the phonic
words possible for the child to sound. Many of them are riot

childlike words and should not be used in sentences. These

serve simply for vocal drill. The teacher should select suit-

able words for use in sentences. She should see that these sen-

tences contain only known sight and phonic words. They should

present no problem that the child cannot solve. Give the class

opportunity to study and read each sentence aloud before writ-

ing another. Assist by having the sight words pronounced by
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different children, and by having all phonic words not readily

recognized, sounded as in the phonic drill. Question to obtain

the thought. Make a clear distinction between the ability to

pronounce words and the gathering of thought from the sen-

tence. True reading is thought getting and thought express-

ing. When possible, arrange the sentences in dialogue form.

Let the pupils ask and answer the questions asked. Let them

dramatize the thought by doing the action suggested.

(1) PHONIC VOCABULARY formed of the Initials and Fami-

lies of First Month :

as, an, at, am, off, on.

fat, mat, Nat, rat, sat, chat, slat, flat.

lash, mash, rash, sash, flash, slash, smash, trash.

fan, man, Nan, ran, tan.

ram, Sam, slam, sham.

latch, match, snatch.

loss, moss, toss, Ross, floss.

lot, not, rot, tot, shot, slot.

Moll, Tom, from, loft, lost, frost.

(2) PHONIC VOCABULARY formed of the Initials of the

Second Month and Families of First Month :

cat, bat, hat, pat, brat, scat, spat.

cash, dash, gash, hash, clash, crash, plash.

can, Dan, pan, clan, plan, bran, scan, span.

ham, jam, tram, clam, dram.

catch, batch, hatch, patch, plant, brant, scant.

cot, dot, got, hot, jot, pot, blot, clot, plot, Scot, spot.

blotch, crotch, Scotch, doll, poll, gloss, cross, croft, scoff.

(3) PHONIC VOCABULARY formed of the Initials of the First

Month and Families of Second Month :

if, in, is, it, ill, inch.

Mab, nab, Rab, tab, slab, stab.
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fad, lad, mad, sad, shad.

fag, lag, Mag, nag, rag, sag, tag, wag, flag, slag.

snag, stag, swag.

lap, map, rap, sap, tap, chap, flap, slap, snap, trap.

lack, rack, sack, tack, shack, slack, smack, snack.

stack, track, land, sand.

lamp, samp, champ, stamp, tramp.

fob, mob, nob, rob, sob, slob, snob.

nod, rod, sod, shod, trod.

fog, log, sog, tog, flog, frog.

fop, lop, mop, sop, top, chop, shop, slop, stop.

lock, mock, rock, sock, shock, flock, frock, smock, stock.

romp, fond, frond, font.

fib, nib, rib, lid, mid, rid, slid, fig, rig, wig, trig.

fin, sin, tin, win, chin, shin, twin.

lip, nip, rip, sip, tip, chip, ship, flip, slip, trip.

fit, lit, mit, sit, wit, chit, flit, slit, twit.

lick, nick, rick, tick, chick, flick, slick, stick, trick.

fill, mill, rill, sill, till, will, chill, frill, still, swill.

trill, twill, shrill, linch, flinch, milk, silk, sniff, stiff.

milt, silt, tilt, wilt, stilts, rift, sift, shift, swift, shrift.

slim, rim, trim, swim, limp, shrimp, rich.

fitch, flitch, stitch, switch, twitch.

fish, wish, swish, mint, tint, flint, stint.

fist, mist, wist, twist, miss, Swiss.

mind, rind, wind.

feed, reed, need, seed, weed, freed, steed, treed, tweed.

seem, teem, leech, reef, feel, reel, steel.

reek, seek, week, cheek, leek, meek, sleek, weep, sheep.

feet, meet, sheet, fleet, sleet, sweet, tweet.

seen, ween, sheen, cheer, steer.

(4) PHONIC VOCABULARY formed of the Initials and Fami-

lies of the Second Month :
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cab, dab, gab, jab, blab, crab, drab, grab, scab.

bad, cad, dad, gad, had, pad, clad, glad, brad.

bag, gag, hag, jag, brag, crag, drag.

cap, gap, hap, pap, clap.

back, hack, Jack, pack, black, crack.

camp, damp, clamp, cramp, scamp.

band, hand, bland, gland, brand, grand.

bob, cob, gob, job, blob, bond, pond, blond.

cod, God, hod, pod, clod, plod.

bog, cog, dog, gog, hog, jog, clog.

cop, hop, pop, crop, drop, prop, pomp.
cock, dock, hock, pock, block, clock, crock.

bid, jib, glib, crib, bid, did, hid, kid, skid.

big, dig, gig, jig, pig, brig, bit, hit, kit, pit, grit, spit.

bin, din, kin, pin, grin, skin, spin, cliff, skiff.

Dick, kick, pick, click, brick, crick, prick, gift, drift.

bill, gill, hill, Jill, kill, drill, grill, skill, spill.

gilt, hilt, jilt, spilt, ditch, hitch, pitch, dish.

dim, him, Jim, glim, brim, grim, prim.

dip, hip, Jip, pip, clip, drip, grip, skip, crimp, skimp.

dint, hint, glint, hiss, kiss, bliss, hist.

bind, hind, kind, blind, grind, pinch, clinch.

beech, breech, speech.

deed, heed, bleed, breed, creed, greed, speed.

heel, keel, peel, creel, deem, beef, peek, Greek.

been, keen, green, preen, keep, peep, creep.

beer, deer, jeer, peer, beet, greet, see, tree.

(5) PHONIC VOCABULARY known by analysis of Key
Words :

S-ee, tree, free, wee, bee, flee, glee, m-e, be, he, me, we, she.

m-y, by, my, shy, fly, ply, sly, cry, dry, fry, pry, try, sky, spy,

sty. g-o, do, ho, lo, no, so, to. you, your.
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PHONIC FACTS FOR THIRD MONTH OR DIVISION

I. Simple phonograms. ng, th, e, u.

II. Blended phonograms. -

Initials scr, spl, spr, str, thr, thw.

Family names ang, ank.

eb, ed, em, en, ep, et, eck, eff, eft, egg, ell, elk, elt.

emp, ench, end, ent, esh, esk, ess, est, etch, eth.

ild, ink, ing.

old, oil, olt, ong, onk, ost, oth.

ub, ud, ug, um, un, up, ut, uch, uck, uff, uft, ull, ulk.

ult, ump, unch, und, ung, unk, unt, ush, uss, ust, utch.

III. Dissyllables and compound words.

IV. Derivatives formed by adding the suffix ing to known
words when such addition does not require a change in the

primitive word.

V. Sight words. they, give, live, says, said, many, one, two,

read, hear, were, apple, up.

SUGGESTIVE NAMES AND GESTURES

th {aspirate) The hissing goose sound, as in think, thill.

th {sub vocal) The sound of the mill wheel, as in then, that.

Rotate the arm.

wh {aspirate) The blowing sound, (pronounce hw) as in

what, where.

Raise the finger to represent a dandelion head, the seeds to

be scattered by the breath. (W has tone, but loses it in com-

bination with h.)

e The listening sound, as in met, men. Hold the hand to

the ear as in the act of listening.

u The grunt sound, as in nut, hunt.

ng, nk Sounds of ringing bells, as in ring, sing, rink, rank.
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Make n nasal by sending the tone through the nose. Touch
the nose when giving the sound. Though neither the hard nor

the soft sound of g is heard in ng, do not mark it silent. Teach

that both letters represent the sound of n in this phonogram.

PICTURE CHARTS

ng wh

eE

It,

th uIJ

SEAT WORK

(1) Continue seat work for first and second months.

(2) Prepare a name card for each child by arranging and

pasting cardboard printed letters in a row upon strips of manila

card two inches wide. Give each child his name card and a

box of letters. He is to match the letters and make the name

upon his desk a given number of times.

(3) Silent reading from Book One.
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SPELLING

Exercise 2. Written Spelling, page 106.

READING

If sight words are not readily recognized by the child, assist

him, but insist that he help himself in the recognition of all

phonic words. Cultivate a sprightly manner. Drawling and

monotone are apt to become chronic if tolerated. Quick, wide-

awake work on the part of the teacher insures the attention of

the class.

Read in Book One, Reading for Second Month. Begin

Reading for Third Month, pages 43-69.

SUPPLEMENTARY READING

With many classes, supplementary reading may be begun
in this month. Select the reader that presents the fewest

phonic problems, i.e. the fewest words not included in the phonic
scheme either as sight or phonic words. In the supplementary

reading, as in the regular reading, the child should be required
to help himself. He should make use of all the phonic power
he possesses in sounding words in whole or in part, but he should

not be allowed to puzzle for an instant over a phonic problem
that he has no means of solving. Neither should the teacher

stop to teach such facts to the pupil before he tries the supple-

mentary reading. In time, they will all be included in the

phonic scheme, and they may be left until they appear in the drill.

The teacher should be ready to assist by telling the child these

words or phonograms as he comes to them in the sentence.

When two or three pages have been read in the supplemen-

tary reader, the book should be laid aside, and a like amount of

reading should be done in another reader. This in turn should

be laid aside in favor of a third book. In this way four or five
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supplementary readers may be begun. They should be read in

rotation. It will be seen that this method provides a large

amount of very evenly graded reading matter. In order that

the supplementary reading may always be a little easier than

the regular reading, the phonic drill, and reading in the basal

reading books, should be kept well in advance of this work.

The power that has been acquired through the steady progres-

sion of the phonic drill asserts itself after the first few months.

From that time on, the child who has comprehended the drill

reads easily ten pages a day. This calls for a large number of

supplementary readers. Classes read easily from ten to twelve

primers and first readers in the first year. Many classes read

more than this. In the second year, they are fluent readers of

books or stories suited to their comprehension.

When Interest Lags. If at any time the interest in a sup-

plementary reader lags, take it as a sign that the lessons are

becoming too difficult the child is meeting too many phonic

problems that he is unable to solve. Lay the book aside for a

time and begin a new reader in its place.

If at any time interest in the regular reader lags, look to the

phonic drill. Is it given daily ? Is it brisk, accurate ? Is it con-

ducted with interest and animation on the part of the teacher, and

is enough of the game element present to secure the active atten-

tion of the pupils ? Are all facts kept in constant review ? Is

too much dependence placed upon concert drills ?

EXCEPTIONS

Exceptions to phonic rules should be included in the daily

drill from the Charts. They help to make a very attractive,

exercise. Through the drill, the form and pronunciation of

these words are fixed so thoroughly that they give the child

as little trouble in his reading and spelling as they do in his

speech. They are recognized on the Phonic Charts when the
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initial consonant requiring the peculiar sound is placed, but

they are presented at first as sight words.

It is not advisable to make an exhaustive study of exceptions

at this time. Present, and include in the drill, only those that

the child will meet in reading, and that he may wish to use in

original sentence work because they are in his spoken vocabu-

lary. The following list includes most of the monosyllabic

exceptions that will be needed in the first year and that do

not appear under the development of a phonic rule :

put post bull most

push puss bush move

pint pull full roll

Give the Chart drill up or down the column that contains

the exception, or skip about the Chart, forming the exception

when the pupils least expect it. They are to sound as the

letter square is placed, as p at, p en, p ick, p op,

p ump, pill, put. Vary the exercise by using different

initials with one family name, as mint, int, int,

print, pint.

These exercises may have all the interest arid excitement of a

game in which the teacher tries to catch all who are not watch-

ful. A variation in the name or course of the game is all that

is needed to keep it fresh and thrilling if it is played with ani-

mation on the part of the teacher. She may say that she is

going fishing (a fish being a child who does not recognize an

exception). She may keep score on the board of the number

of times she hears the right sound given, etc. Such exercises

sharpen eyes and ears. They make the pupil alert and prompt
in giving the sounds of phonograms.
The families ind, old, ild, olt, are exceptions. They are first
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represented by sight words, as find, old, etc. The sight words

should be used as key words. Drill should be given by placing
successive initial letter squares before these phonograms on

the Charts, as old, fold, old, sold, told, etc. They

should also be included in the drill on exceptions.
Both the long and short sounds of the vowel are associated

with ost and oil. Teach this fact when words taking the long

sound of the vowel are found in the reading matter, and drill

from the Charts.

FIRST WEEK

Phonograms : S, nk, ng

Blend upon the Phonic Charts : eb, ed, em, en, ep, et, eck.

eff, eft, egg, ell, elk, elt, emp, ench, end, ent, esh, esk, ess.

est, etch, eth.

ank, ink, onk.

ang, ing, ong.

Words illustrating these family names are included in the

Word List. See Index, pages 199-200, for section numbers

for S. See the following Sections in the Word List : ang, 113
;

ank, 97 ; ing, 115 ; ink, 98; ong, 117 ; onk, 99.

Exceptions : ind, ild, old.

Blend upon the Phonic Charts:

bind mind grind old gold told

find rind mild bold hold scold

hind wind child cold mold

kind blind wild fold sold

Include all new phonograms in the daily drill from the

Phonic Charts. Keep all facts in constant review.

Affix the

it ; as, see
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Phonic Charts. At this time this suffix is to be used only with

families ending in two consonants.

Sound: (word) 1 p, 2 ack, 3

(family*) 1 ack, 2

3

3
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Upon the five vowels across the chart.

Ex.

Or,

In these exercises, one initial is prefixed successively to differ-

ent family names. In another exercise, the family name is the

permanent part and the initial is changed.

si
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Require the initial in the second word to be sounded with

the family name.

Ex. 1 c, 2 an, 3 not, 4 cannot.

Combine, in like manner, word forms and family names to

form dissyllables. Ex.

flannel bantam mastiff

animal canteen pocket

Sound : 1 fl, 2 an, 3 nel, 4 flannel.

1 an, 2 im, 3 al, 4 animal.

If a tendency to guess at the pronunciation of a word is

shown, reverse the order of sounding.

Ex. 1 el, 2 annel, 3 flannel.

1 al, 2 imal, 3 animal.

Write these words in columns on the blackboard for drill. Re-

arrange them often and require individual work in sounding.

FOURTH WEEK

Keep all facts in constant review in the daily phonic drill.

REST EXERCISES

The pupils should recognize the words of their spoken vocabu-

lary as they are formed upon the Charts. For example, in the

drill slab, slad, slam, slap, slan, slat, slag, pupils should name the

words they know ; slam, slap, slat will be recognized by most

children, a few will know slab, not many will know slag. No at-

tempt should be made at this time to teach the unknown words.

The exercise is given in order to make the association between the

spoken and the written word. It is not given to add to the vocab-

ulary, although in time the vocabulary is increased in this way.
Word exceptions : pint, puss.
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PHONIC FACTS FOR FOURTH MONTH OR DIVISION

I. Simple phonograms. 66, oo, ow, ou, x.

II. Blended phonograms. -

Family names. ax, ex, ix, ox.

aff, aft, ance, anch, ant, ask, asp, ass.

ood, ook, oot.

ooch, ood, oof, ool, oom, oon, oop, oor, oost, oot, ooth.

ow, owl, own.

oud, ound, our, out.

III. Short Italian a.

IV. Suffix ed where a syllable is added and no change is

made in the primitive word.

V. Names of the vowels.

VI. Effect of final e upon the next preceding vowel, sepa-

rated by a single consonant.

VII. Sight words. papa, mamma, write, school, shine, eyes,

there, was, saw, work, four, horse, shoe, watch.

Kev word : May.

SUGGESTIVE NAMES

ow, ou. The hurt or crying sound, as in cow, pout,

oo. Twin sounds, as in book, moon.

PICTURE CHART

OW OU
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SEAT WORK

(1) Extend the name cards used in seat work last month to

include the name of school, town, state, names of teachers, of

streets in vicinity of school, etc. Give variety to the problem

by having script on some of the cards.

(2) Write words having a common phonic basis in a column.

Pupils build these words upon the desk with letters.

(3) Use Word Drill Cards (see page 14) for silent study.

(4) Pupils should read silently from supplementary readers.

SPELLING

Exercise 3. Written Spelling, page 106.

READING

Finish the lessons in Book One, under Reading for Third

Month and begin Reading for Fourth Month, pages 70-78.

Continue supplementary reading.
Make the ear, eye, and voice training obtained in the phonic

drill an aid to reading. Allow no hesitancy or guessing over a

word. If it is not recognized at once, have it sounded as in

the phonic drill. Assist, if necessary, by writing the word
on the board, underscoring, or covering and uncovering the

parts, as they are given.
Words selected from advanced reading should be arranged in

families upon the blackboard and sounded as in the Chart drill.

The new words in a lesson found grouped at the top of the

page in the reader under the heading
"
Blending Drills" should

be sounded from the book as in the Chart drill. Do not attempt
to sound the sight words unless they contain phonograms
known to the class. When this is so, make use of all the power
it possesses to sound these words.

Insist on clearness of tone in both reading and drill.
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FIRST WEEK

Phonograms : 6, oo

Blend: ood, ook, oot.

ooch, ood, oof, ool, oom, oon, oop, oor, oost, oot, ooth.

Words illustrating these family names are included in the

Word List. See Index for section numbers, page 201.

Short oo is found before k and after w ; also in hood, good,

stood, wood, foot, soot. Otherwise oo has its long sound.

Drill by blending successive initials with ook and oom on

Phonic Chart No. 2.

Ex. 1.

3.

5.

book

ook

brook

Also, write words from the Word List in columns upon the

blackboard to be sounded. Particular attention should be paid
to words containing long oo. Broom, room, soon, roof are often

mispronounced.
E in the ending ed, after t or c?, is vocal. Affix the letter

square ending ed to words on the board or families on the

Phonic Charts ending in two consonants, the final consonant

being t or d\ also to families ending in oot or out. Sound :

old isted unted ooted out

Ing is also to be affixed to families containing oo or ou.

Ex. ook ing oost ining outing owl ing

Words illustrating ed after t or d are included in the Word
List. See Section 351-

Sight Words papa, mamma, write, school, shine.
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SECOND WEEK

Phonograms : ow, ou, a

Blend: owl, own.

oud, ound, our, out.

aff, aft, ance, anch, ant, ask, asp, ass.

Words illustrating these family names are included in the

Word List. See Index for section numbers : page 199, a ;

Section, 231 ow; Section, 233 ou.

The consonant combinations, ff, ft, ss, s, sk, sp (occa-

sionally nee and nt), requiring short Italian a, are not easily

distinguished by a child from those requiring short a. The

teacher should give the correct vowel sound as the phonograms
are presented. The pupils will get it by imitation. The habit

of correct pronunciation will be secured by watchfulness on

the teacher's part as the words occur in the reading and drill.

Drill by blending successive initials with the first seven family
names in the first column on Phonic Chart No. 2.

Drill upon ow and ou by blending initial combinations with

ow, out, oud, ound on Phonic Chart No. 2. Avoid forming
words with ow that take the sound of long o

; as blow, show,

crow, etc.

Sight Words: work, was, saw, eyes, there.

THIRD WEEK

Phonograms : a, e, I, 5, u.

Impress by frequent reviews the fact that

a says a, its name is a

e "
e,

" " " e

i i,
" "

I

o "
6,

" " " 6

u "
u,

" " " u
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Final e makes a preceding vowel separated by a single con-

sonant tell its name ; as, cake, here, mile, tube. It also affects

a followed by st ; as, paste, waste. Knowledge of this effect

of final e will give power to sound such words as core, fire,

pure, etc., although the child, at this time, is not familiar with

the sound of or, ir, and ur. Final e is silent except when there

is no other vowel present in a word ; as, me, be, she.

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING THE EFFECT OF FINAL E

UPON A PRECEDING VOWEL

The teacher writes the vowels in a column upon the board.

As she writes, she obtains the sound of each letter from the

class. Over the columns, she writes the sight word says.

Referring to a, she says: "This letter says a; its name is a."

She refers to each vowel in turn, telling what it says and

giving its name. Of the names, as she tells them, she forms a

second column to the right of the first. Over this she places

the sight word name. She tests the class thoroughly, asking
of each letter: "What does this letter say? What is its

name?" This exercise forms a part of several recitations.

When the pupils are sure on this point, the teacher brings

out, by questioning, the fact that little children obey not

only father and mother but also their older brothers and

sisters. Pointing to e in the column of names, she says :

"We will call this letter a big brother letter. These (refer-

ring to the vowels in the first column) mind him. He likes

to hear them tell their names and that is what they do when
he is near. What (writing at) does this say? This (showing

ending letter-square e) is the big brother letter. When I place

it after at (forming atQ
)

a must tell its name because e makes

it do so. Sound: 1, at; 2, atQ . We cannot hear e speak

(final e is silent)." The teacher writes it* ot, ut. In each case,
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after the phonogram has been sounded, she shows the effect

of final e, upon the vowel by affixing e and requiring a second

sounding. Many other phonograms are written and sounded

in the same way.
Drill from the Phonic Charts.

The class should give the short vowel sound as the teacher

indicates the family, and the long vowel sound as she places the

ending ;

ab ab

ad ad

am am

ap ap

an an

at at
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In monosyllables x is an equivalent of cks or ks. Drill

from the Phonic Charts and give contrasted words for sounding.

Ex. tacks picks backs locks

tax six box fox

Drill from the blackboard on the effect of final e :

Write a short vowel and a long vowel family upon the

board, thus :

an ane

and form words by prefixing letter squares to each family,

as,

can

man

pan

cane

m ane

pane

Use the five vowels and many different families in this drill.

Arrange words on the blackboard to illustrate the change to

the long vowel sound :

cap pin Tom mad cub

cape pine home made cube

Words illustrating the effect of final e are included in the

Word List. See Index for section numbers : page 199, a
;

page 200, e ; page 200, I ; page 201, 6 ; page 201, u.

Sight Words: horse, shoe, watch.
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PHONIC FACTS FOR FIFTH MONTH OR DIVISION

I. Simple phonograms. v, oi, oy.

II. Blended phonograms.

Endings by, dy, ly, my, ny, py, ry, sy, ty, zy, y.

ble, die, fle, gle, pie, zle, tie.

Family names ar, are, av, ave, arb, arch, ard, arf, ark, arl,

arm, arn, arp, arse, arsh, art, arve.

er, ere, ev, eve, erb, erd, erk, erm, era, erse, ert, erve.

ir, ire, iv, ive, ird, irk, irl, irp, irst, irt.

or, ore, orch, ord, ork, orm, orn, orp, orse, ort.

ur, ure, urd, url, urn, urse, urt, urve.

oy, oil, oin, oint, oise, oist.

III. Two sounds of y not initial; also of ie final.

IV. Effect of double consonants upon a preceding vowel.

V. The digraph ow.

VI. Suffix er.

VII. like short u.

VIII. Sight words. all, walk, know, meadow, could, would,

should, laugh, music, Santa Claus, Christmas, young, again.

SUGGESTIVE NAMES

v.. The sound of the electric car or that made by flying

insects, as in vest, voice.

oy, oi. Two jolly or happy letters, as in joy, boil.

Show that in sounding v the lips and teeth are placed in posi-

tion to form/; v has tone but / has none.

Require the pupils to move the lips when sounding oy
and oi.
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PICTURE CHART

81

01

SEAT WORK

1. Give much opportunity for silent reading in Book One
and in supplementary reading.

2. Continue the exercises of previous months. Vary the

work by having the pupils write the words and phonograms

upon the blackboard.

3. Rule the back of a stout manila envelope into at least

twenty-seven even spaces. Write, or paste in print, the letters

of the alphabet in the spaces one letter in each space. Place

fifty-two small square cards containing four alphabets (use both

sides of a card), two script and two print, in the envelope.
Provide an envelope for each child engaged in seat work. In

the twenty-seventh space write the number of the envelope,

and number each small card to match. This will aid in

replacing misplaced material. Each child is to arrange the

letters of the alphabet upon the desk in order. At first he

uses the back of the envelope as a. guide, later he should place

them from memory. An alphabet of mixed letter forms should

not be accepted. For example, if the teacher calls for the

small print, no other letter form should be used in placing the

alphabet ; if she calls for capital script, each letter should be

in this form.
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SPELLING

Exercises 3 and 4, Written Spelling, page 106.

READING

Finish the lessons in Book One under Reading for Fourth

Month, and begin Reading for Fifth Month, pages 99-124.

Continue supplementary reading.

FIRST WEEK

Phonograms : oy, oi, 6w.

Blend: oil, oin, oint, oise, oist.

own, owl, owth.

Words illustrating these family names are included in the

Word List. See Section 239, oy ; Section 240, oi ; Section

232, 6w.

Drill by blending successive initials with oy, oil, oin

upon Phonic Chart No. 2. Also write words upon the

blackboard for sounding. Select these from the Word List.

The digraph ow has the sound of long o. Call words

containing it o words, and refer to them by this name when
the child hesitates as to which sound of ow is required.

The use of the word in the sentence will often guide him

to the correct pronunciation. As the words occur in the

reading or conversational lessons, place them on the board

and give daily drill. Contrast this list with one containing
the diphthong ow.

Ex. crow brown

blow town

snow crown

Keep all facts in constant review by a brisk, daily drill

from the Phonic Charts.

Sight Words : all, walk, know, meadow.
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SECOND WEEK

Phonograms : ar, er, ir, or, ur, v.

Blend: ar, are, arb, arch, ard, arf, ark, arl, arm, arn, arp, arse,

arsh, art, arve.

er, erb, erd, erk, erm, ern, erse, ert, erve.

ir, ird, irk, irl, irp, irst, irt.

or, orch, ord, ork, orm, orn, orp, orse, ort.

ur, urd, url, urn, urse, urt, urve.

Words illustrating these family names are included in the

Word List. See Index for section numbers, page 199.

A in ar is long Italian ; as, arm. This sound of a is also

heard in aim, alf, alve. (Z in these phonograms is silent.) The

sound of long Italian a is also given to au followed by n ; as,

aunt. Do not require the child to learn these facts. Give him

the correct pronunciation when he uses the words.

Er and ir are identical in sound, differing somewhat in care-

ful speech from ur. Blend the ending er with families ending
in two consonants or containing two vowels.

Or is like ar in warm.

Teach these vowel sounds, except a in ar, not as new sounds,

but as the familiar short vowel, modified by r and not to be

separated from it.

Drill by blending successive initials with these phonograms
on Phonic Chart No. 3. Also by sounding words gathered from

readers or from the Word List.

Final e does not affect the sound of a in ar
; as, ar e

care ThisPlacing the initial develops circumflex a; as,

modification of sound arises from the influence of r following,

rendering its teaching as a new sound unnecessar}^ Final e

changes e in er to circumflex e (identical with a in care); as,

ere. Different initials require varying sounds to be given to ere.
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W requires the true sound of er\ as, were. Wh and ih require

circumflex e ; as, where, there. Other initials require long e ;

as, here, mere. Drill from the charts, making use of initial and

ending letter squares in building the words; as, 1, er; 2, ere

3, ere ther were her

Sight Words: could, would, should.,

THIRD WEEK

Phonograms : y, y, le, le

Words illustrating these phonograms are included in the

Word List. See Sections 365, y ; 366, y ; 364, le ; 363, le.

In monosyllables, y final has the sound of long i.

Ex. cry, dry, by, my. Exceptions are found when y forms a

diphthong or digraph with a preceding vowel ; as, boy, they, say.

In many words of more than one syllable, y final has the

sound of short i ; as, funny, lady, happy. Present these facts

as follows : y at the end of a short word says I ;
at the end of a

long word it says i.

T final in a long word is usually sounded with the preceding

consonant, as shown in the column of endings on Phonic Chart

No. 3. The pronunciation is short and crisp bi, ri, ti, etc.

Avoid at this time the use of the endings cy and gy. Drill

upon the endings from the chart and add them to known

words or word forms capable of taking them. Write words

illustrating the two sounds of y final in columns.

Ex. cry funny

dry Henry

fly happy

Require the class to note the length of word and the sound of

y in each column.
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In short words, i in ie final is long ; as, pie, die.

In long words, i in ie final is short ; as, Nettie, Jamie. Illus-

trate on the blackboard by words in columns as above.

Sight words : laugh, music, young.

FOURTH WEEK

Phonogram: 6

Words illustrating this sound of o are included in the Word
List. See Index for section numbers, page 199.

often has the sound of short u before ra, n, or v\ as,

come, won, love. In some words, o in 0^ and or final has this

sound, or it is made so slight that it is scarcely heard ; as,

wagon, color.

Many of these words may be included in the drill on excep-

tions from the Phonic Charts:

st
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double consonants: 3, able. Include all these endings and

the five vowels in this drill. The drill should be rapid, clear-

cut, accurate. The teacher should use the pointer to indicate

the ending to be used ; the pupils should sound as she places

the vowel letter square before it. They should sound again as

she shifts the square to cover or uncover the double consonant.

Both individual and concert drill should be used.

To vary the drill, after a combination has been sounded, call

for words in which it is heard. Ex. addle will make the

pupils think of paddle, saddle, straddle, etc. ;
able will make

them think of table, stable, gable.

Sound words containing double consonants ; as, running,

pinning, popping, happy, cattle. Pupils should note the vowel

sound before the double letter.

See Word List, Sections 354, 355, 356.

Arrange words for blackboard drill :

pin mat hop cut

pine mate hope cute

pinning matting hopping cutting

Sight Words: Santa Glaus, Christmas.
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PHONIC FACTS FOR SIXTH MONTH OR DIVISION

I. No new phonic facts are developed in this month. Re-

view thoroughly all previous facts.

II. Sight Words: buy, who, guess, word, large, Mrs., caw,

view, head, ears, once.

III. Teach the names of the consonants.

SEAT WORK

1. Continue silent reading.

Hectograph upon manila card words that the pupils can

sound. Cut into single word cards. Give each child a large

handful. Write short sentences upon the blackboard.

Ex. (1) I can run.

(2) I like my baby sister.

(3) My cat likes to jump.

Pupils build these sentences on the desk with word cards.

This is an opportunity for original language work. For ex-

ample, the child cannot find the word sister among the cards

on his desk with which to complete the second sentence. The

teacher suggests that another word could be used. The child

selects brother. His sentence reads : I like my baby brother.

Or, in building the third sentence he fails to find likes among
his cards. When the teacher suggests using another word,

he finds tries, and completes the sentence : My cat tries to

jump.
Before the end of the year, the pupil will readily build

original sentences without aid or suggestion from the teacher.

SPELLING

Exercises 3 and 4. Written Spelling, page 106.

Exercise 1. Chart Spelling, page 108.
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READING

Finish Reading for Fifth Month, Book One, pages 99-124.

Begin Reading for Sixth Month, Book Two, pages 1-24. Con-

tinue Supplementary Reading.
The pupils should learn to group words as they read, to show

that they have gained arid are able to express the thought of

the sentence. They should also learn to group sentences in

order to get and express the thought of the story. It is a good

plan for the teacher to read a selection aloud before it is read

by the class, in order that each child may think beyond the

sentence and grasp the thought of the story as a whole. To

accomplish this, the selection must be read by the teacher im-

pressively with appreciation of the insight her reading is to

give the pupils. They should be encouraged to talk about the

story, to tell how they would act under the circumstances, and

to express their opinion of the characters. Then when the

selection is read as a class exercise, the interest that has been

aroused will help in obtaining intelligent, thoughtful reading.

Good expression is not difficult to obtain if the phonic problems
of the page can be solved readily, if the reader enters actively

into the spirit of the selection, and if he has been taught to ex-

press this as he reads. This does not mean that the teacher

is to read every selection aloud before it is read by the class, or

that the pupil is to imitate mechanically her manner of speaking
the words. It does mean that she should make sure that he

understands each story as a whole, and that he knows how to

give expression to the emotions it arouses.
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PHONIC FACTS FOR SEVENTH MONTH OR DIVISION

I. Simple phonograms : y initial ; a after w ; equivalents of

#, i, e, o
;

c and g before
, i, or y.

II. Blended phonograms : ed final after any consonant.

III. Sight Words: wolf, Alice, lambs, want, door, stalk,

heart, through.

SEAT WORK

Continue work of Sixth Month.

Continue silent reading from supplementary primers.

SPELLING

Exercise 1. Blackboard Spelling, page 106.

Exercise 1. Chart Spelling, page 108.

READING

Finish reading for Sixth Month. Begin reading for Sev-

enth Month. Continue supplementary reading. .

FIRST WEEK

Phonograms : y initial ; a after w

See Word List, Section 367, for words illustrating y initial.

W is one of the three powerful letters of the alphabet.
Two of these have been presented and their effect upon a pre-

ceding vowel noted : in the fourth month, e was seen to make
a- preceding vowel, separated by a single consonant, long. In

the fifth month r was seen to modify the sound of an immedi-

ately preceding vowel. Short a preceded by w has the sound

of short o. Place the letter square w! before short a families

on the Phonic Charts, noting the change in vowel sound as
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the initial is placed. Sound: 1, ab
; 2, |

wab. 1, atch ; 2,

atch. Exceptions are wag, wax. These should be included

in the drill on exceptions.

When t or d precedes ed final, e is vocal and a syllable is

added ; otherwise e is silent and the number of syllables is not

increased.

SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING THE SOUND OF ED FINAL
AFTER ANY CONSONANT

How many of these boys and girls like to go to town ? Do

you ever go alone ? Why not ? Why must some older person

go with you? Think of ways to go to town. We walk. We
drive. We ride on the steam cars. We can ride on the electrics.

When in the car, do you talk to the people you see there?

Why not ? If you should see a friend sitting beside you, some

one whom you know very well, would you talk to him ? These

(writing ed) letters ride in word electric cars. Let us play
that this word (writing planted) is the car. We will play that

each letter is a person sitting on the long seat. Quite at the

end of the car near the door I see ed. This is another car

(writing handed). Do you see ed? Where is it? Touch it.

The letter e makes us think of a child in a car. It does not

speak to the strangers there. It has two friends who some-

times ride. They are t and d. Whenever you see t or d be-

side edi you will hear e say e. Look at this word (planted).
What letter is beside e? Is t one of e's friends? Yes, sound

the word, and you will hear e's voice : pl-ant-ed, planted.
In the next word handed, d, his other friend, is beside ed.

Sound and you will hear e's voice h-and-ed, handed. Look at

this word (smelled). I see ed. Do you see t or d beside e ?

Then when we sound the word we will not hear e's voice.

Sound : sm-elled, smelled.
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Present ed words in two lists :

hunted killed

planted lived

crowded barked

Lead the class to see that e is vocal in the first list because

either t or d is present before ed. In the second list, ed is not

preceded by t or d, and e is silent. Sound : 1, h
; 2, unt ;

3, ed ; 4, hunted. 1, k ; 2, illed
; 3, killed.

Affix the letter square ending ed to families on the Charts,

noting the presence or absence of t or d and the vocal or

silent e. Drill as rapidly as possible (without sacrificing

accuracy to speed), in order to sharpen the children's eyes
and render them quick in making a decision.

Drill from the Charts should include all families that do

not consist of a single vowel followed by a single consonant.

SECOND WEEK

Endings : ed, ing, er added to families in which a single

vowel is followed by a single consonant.

See Word List, Sections 357, 358, 359, for derivatives formed

in this way.
Write words in columns upon the blackboard :

hate whine tune hunt

bake robe tube boil

spice yoke seed look

Add the ending ed to each word by means of the letter square

Sound the first word. Repeat the sounding as the letter

square is placed to form the derivative. Example :

1, li
; 2, ate

; 3, hate. 1, h
; 2, ated 3, hated

In this way sound each word. Form derivatives ending
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in ing and er by placing the letter squares and in po-

sition. Sound as indicated above.

Lead the class to see the following facts:

(a) That e final of the stem is displaced or covered by the

ending.

(5) When e final is not present, no letter is displaced or

covered ; the ending is placed after the word.

(<?) That the vowel sound in the derivative is the same as

that in the primitive word.

(cT) When the vowel in the derivative is not followed by a

double letter (or two consonants), it tells its name.

Drill from the Phonic Chart. Develop the long vowel

by affixing the letter square e to families ending in one

consonant before using the other endings,

in position,Keep Cover it with to form a family

ending in ed. Cover it with ing to form a family ending

in ing, with er to form a family ending in er. Keep in

mind that e of the stem is displaced or covered by the vowel

of the ending.

Ex. 1, at; 2, ate ; 3, ated ; 4, at ing ; 5, ater

Drill from Phonic Chart No. 3, using the endings with

family names that end in e. Sound :

1,
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Require individual recitations ; the goal is individual power.
The daily drill from the charts should illustrate every com-

bination in turn.

Test the child's power to find out new words by present-

ing words of several syllables to be sounded ; as,

understand, understanding, flattering.

Sight Words : wolf, Alice, lambs.

THIRD WEEK

Phonograms : Equivalent Charts a, e, i, o

Words illustrating the phonograms upon the Equivalent
Charts are included in the Word List. See Index for section

numbers : page 199, a ; page 200, e, i
; page 201, o.

The Equivalent Charts (see page 12) illustrate the fact

that much may be learned through association. They are to

be used in teaching the vowel equivalents and digraphs. Keep
them within easy view and touch of the class. Lead the child

to see that the phonograms grouped on each chart have the

sound of the indicated vowel. Refer to the charts when hesita-

tion is shown over a word containing one of these phonograms.
Do not require the groupings to be committed to memory.

SUGGESTIONS FOR PRESENTING VOWEL EQUIVALENTS

Whose house is that across the street ? How do you know
that it is Mr. Smith's house? (His name is on the door.)
Who lives with Mr. Smith ? (His children live with him.)
Tell me their names. (Teacher writes them on the blackboard

as they are given.) The pupils note that Smith is written with

each name. The class decides that each one. of Mr. Smith's

children, if asked his name, would say Smith. It is just so with

Mr. Brown's children. Each one has Brown for his name, etc.
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This card (presenting Equivalent Chart No. 1) is A*s house.

A is in the circle just as Mr. Smith's name is on the door.

These (pointing to equivalents) live in A*s house. They say a

just as Mr. Smith's children say Smith.

This (presenting Equivalent Chart No. 2) is j^'s house, and

these (pointing to equivalents) live with e. They say e.

Charts 3 and 4 are presented in the same way.
Find this (writing eigJi) on the charts. What does it say ?

Sound (writing weigh). Pupils sound : w-eigh, weigh. Teacher

writes eight. Pupils sound eigh-t, eight. Teacher writes freight,

weight, neighbor, etc. Pupils sound and pronounce the words.

Write several equivalents and digraphs on the blackboard.

Ex. eigh, oa, igh, ey, ea.

Require the child to find them on the Equivalent Charts and to

tell what each one says; thus, "This (pointing to eigh) is on

A's card; it says a. This (oa) is on 0's card; it says 0."

Write lists of words to be sounded, selected from those in

common use or from advance reading.

Ex. play eight eat coat high

say weight meat goat bright

day freight mean road night

Sound: 1, pi ; 2, ay ; 3, play; 1, br ; 2, ight; 3, bright.

Ea takes both the long and the short sounds of e.

Give drill similar to that indicated for ow.

Ex. neat head

heap thread

The equivalents upon Phonic Chart No. 2 should be included

in the general drill from the charts in which words are formed

by means of letter squares ; as -

pail, Jay, Sleigh, high, f east, roar

Sight Words: want, door, stalk, heart, through.
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FOURTH WEEK

Phonograms : 5, g

Words illustrating these phonograms are included in the

Word List. See Index for section numbers : page 203.

The sounds of $ and g are somewhat like the names of

these letters. It may help the pupil to remember these sounds

if it is said that, like the vowels, they tell their names when

followed by e. They also do this when followed by i and y.

Ex. spice excite fancy

George ginger

Drill from the Phonic Charts upon $ :

Sound : 1, am ; 2,

Egypt

am. 1, em ; 2, c em. 1, im ;

1, om ; 2, c om. 1, um ; 2, cum,

Include the following drills :

1, ack ; 2, ac 1, ick ; 2, ice

1, anch ; 2, anc 1, ench ; 2, ence

1, uck ; 2, uce

1, inch ; 2, inc e

1, onch; 2, one

lik k.)

1, unch; 2, unce (C% in onch is

Give the following drills upon

Sound : 1, an ; 2, g an. 1, en ;
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PHONIC FACTS FOR EIGHTH MONTH OR DIVISION

I. Simple phonograms. aw, au, ui, ew.

II. Blended phonograms. ar, preceded by w\ or, preceded

by w; ear.

Family names. awl, awk, awn.

aub, auce, aud, aul, ault, ause.

aid, all, alk, alt.

uice, uit.

III. Sight words. comb, tongue, build, beauty.

IV. Suffixes.

SEAT WORK
1. Silent reading.

2. Provide cut-up stories, using pages from old primers. Cut

a page into single words and paste them upon manila cards not

less than one inch square. Mount the picture of the page also.

Place .all in a stout manila envelope. On the back of the

envelope mount a duplicate page from another primer. Pre-

pare as many envelopes as there are pupils engaged in seat

work. Each child is to arrange his words into sentences, using
the page on the back of the envelope for a guide. Number
each envelope and the word cards it contains with the same

number.

SPELLING

Exercise 2. Blackboard Spelling, page 107.

Exercise 1. Chart Spelling, page 108.

Exercise 1. Seat Work Spelling, page 107.

READING

Finish Reading for Seventh Month. Begin Reading for

Eighth Month, pages 50-75. Continue supplementary reading.
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FIRST WEEK

Phonograms : a. Equivalent Chart u

Words illustrating these facts are included in the Word List.

See Index for section numbers: page 199, a; page 202, equiva-
lents of u.

Phonic Chart No. 6 presents phonograms that take the

broad sound of a. Drill by blending initial phonograms with

these. Include the following drill: caught , taught ,

etc. Drill also from Phonic Chart No. 2, using aid, all, alt, aw,

alk, in the exercise.

L is silent in alk. Illustrate this fact by sounding words

containing alk, ilk, ulk, oik :

talk walk chalk stalk

silk milk bulk yolk

Refer to Equivalent Chart No. 5 in presenting ui and ew.

Keep all facts in constant review in the daily phonic drill.

SECOND WEEK

Phonograms : ar, preceded by w ; or, preceded by w

A, in ar preceded by w, generally has the sound of broad a.

Ex. war, swarm, wart.

Or, preceded by w, generally has the sound of ur.

Ex. work, worth, word, worm.

Words illustrating these facts are included in the Word
List. Section 274, war; Section 285, wor.

Drill by holding letter squares in rapid succession before ar

upon Phonic Chart No. 3. The pupils sound as the cards are

placed.

Ex. car tar far scar war
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THIRD WEEK

Phonogram: Suffix es

By use of the letter square ending es with words written

upon the blackboard, show that some words end with the

sound of s, others with the sound of es.

Ex. fac es
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PHONIC FACTS FOR NINTH MONTH OR DIVISION

I. Simple phonograms. augh, ough.

II. Blended phonograms. qu, mb, sten, ften.

SEAT WORK
Review previous seat work exercises.

SPELLING

Exercise 3. Blackboard Spelling, page 107.

Exercises 2 and 5. Chart Spelling, pages 109, 111.

Exercises 1 and 2. Seat work, Spelling, page 107.

Exercise 1. Spelling Games, page 115.

READING

Finish Reading for Eighth Month. Begin Reading for

Ninth Month, pages 76-100. Continue supplementary reading.

FIRST WEEK

Phonograms: augh, ough

Augli and ough, before t final, take the sound of broad a.

Drill from Phonic Chart No. 3.

aught

c
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Drill from Phonic Chart No. 3 upon though and through.

Cover the initial letters of though with successive initial letter

squares to form words ending in ough. At first, tell the pupil

something of the meaning of each word as it is formed and

sounded :

Mother makes bread of d ough.

The bird sits on a bough.

When we have a cold, we c ough.

Things that are not smooth are r ough.

Meat that is not tender is ough.

The farmer uses a pi ough.

A miry place in the road is a slough

The horse drinks from a ough.

SECOND WEEK

Phonogram : qu

For words illustrating this phonogram see Word List, Section

362.

Q is always found in combination with u.

Ex. quick, quill, conquer, liquid.

Qu is usually pronounced kw when initial; when not initial,

u in qu is often silent.

Ex. opaque, mosquito.

Form words with the letter square qu upon the Phonic

Charts.

Ex. - -

qu ack, qu ilt.
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THIRD WEEK

Phonogram : mb

For words illustrating this phonogram see Word List, Section

344.

B after m is silent in monosyllables.

Ex. crumb, climb.

Sound: 1, cr; 2, umb; 3, crumb. Drill from Phonic Chart

No. 3: Cover u in umb with the letter square a to form amb;

with e to form emb; with i to form imb, to be sounded

imb or imb; with o to form o mb, to be sounded 6mb or omb.

Let pupils tell words in which these sounds are heard.

FOURTH WEEK

Phonogram; ften, sten

For words illustrating these phonograms see Word List,

Sections 341, 342.

T, in the-ending ten, after 8 or /is silent.

Ex. often, soften, glisten, moisten.

Place vowel letter square o before ften on Phonic Chart

No. 3 to form often. Form with letter squares a sten,

sten. Let pupils tell words in which these sounds are

heard.
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PHONIC FACTS FOR TENTH MONTH OR DIVISION

I. Simple phonogram. ph.

II. Blended phonograms. tion, sion, ous, tious, cious, stle.

SEAT WORK

Review previous seat work exercises.

SPELLING

Exercise 3. Blackboard Spelling, page 107.

Exercises 1, 2, 5, 6, 7. Chart Spelling, pages 108, 109, 111.

Exercises 1, 2. Seat Work Spelling, page 107.

Exercises 1, 2, 3. Spelling Games, page 115.

READING

Finish Reading for Ninth Month. Read Reading for Tenth

Month, pages 101-124. Continue supplementary reading.

FIRST WEEK

Phonograms : ous, stle, ph

For words illustrating these phonograms, see Wprd List,

Sections 331, 343, 346.

Ous is pronounced us.

Ex. famous, porous.

Ph takes the sound of /.

Ex. camphor, Philip.

Exception : Stephen.
When the ending tie is preceded by s, t is silent.

Ex. castle, whistle, bustle.

Place vowel letter squares before stle on Phonic Chart No. 3
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to form stle, e stle, stle, ostle, u stle. Let the

pupil tell words in which these sounds are heard.

SECOND WEEK

Phonograms : tion, sion, tious, cious, cial, tian

For words illustrating endings that begin with the sound of

sh, see Word List, Sections 328, 329, 330, 332, 333, 334, 335,

336, 337, 338, 339.

THIRD WEEK

Tion is pronounced shun, except when it is preceded by * or x.

Sion is pronounced shun when it is preceded by a consonant.

When it is preceded by a vowel, it is pronounced zhun.

Ex. attention, question, mission, occasion.

Tious and cious are pronounced shus. Cial and tian are pro-

nounced shal and shan.

Ex. vexatious, gracious, social, musician.

Place vowel letter squares before these endings on Phonic

Chart No. 3, to show that when a vowel (except i) imme-

diately precedes these endings it is long. Example :

ation as in station asion as in occasion

etion as in secretion esion as in cohesion

otion as in motion osion as in explosion

ution as in solution usion as in confusion

atious as in vexatious ocious as in ferocious

acious as in gracious ucius as in Vespucius.

ecious as in specious

acial as in racial atient as in patient
ocial as in social otient as in quotient

ucial as in crucial
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ition us in addition icious as in delicious

ision as in division idol as in official

itious as in ambitious itial as in initial

icient as in sufficient ician as in musician

Exceptions : precious, especial.

A consonant between the vowel and the ending prevents
it from being long.

Ex. attention, mansion, fractious.

Extensive drills upon words that illustrate these endings
should be deferred until such words appear in advance reading.
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SPELLING

The phonic drill in its analysis of words and grouping
of phonograms is excellent preparation for written and oral

spelling. No word should be included in a spelling lesson that

is not in the child's vocabulary that he cannot use intelli-

gently; but spelling has to do with the structure of words

rather than with the meaning. It appeals to the eye rather

than to the ear. To spell is to call up a mental picture of a

word and translate it into a spoken or written picture. It fol-

lows that the mental picture must be clear and exact before the

word can be correctly spelled. The division of monosyllables

into initial letters and family names as indicated in the phonic

drill, enables the child to hold in his mental vision of a word, not

a succession of letters with little relation to one another, but the

family with its additions. He thinks of blended phonograms
as units and writes them as such: black is not b-l-a-c-k, in which

there are five facts to be known and placed in order, but bl-ach,

in which but two facts are to be noted.

The spelling lesson is not the time to take new words into

the vocabulary. It is rather the time to clinch and make a

working vocabulary of words that have been developed in other

lessons.

Both oral and written spelling should have a place in the

school program.

WRITTEN SPELLING

Written spelling should precede oral spelling and should be-

gin as soon as the child is able to form letters. He should

understand that writing is inseparable from spelling. When
he writes a word, he is spelling with his pencil just as truly as

when he uses his voice to name the letters in a word. In

either case, he must recall the mental picture of the word in
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order that he may place the right letters in the right order.

Work in sorting and selecting phonograms (see seat work for

First Month) should precede and accompany written spelling.

The following exercises are suggestive. They should begin in

the first month and continue throughout the year.

Exercise 1. Dictate, by sound, simple and blended phono-

grams. These are to be selected from among small phonogram
cards upon the desk and copied upon a spelling slip.

Exercise 2. Dictate, by sound, simple and blended phono-

grams, including initials and family names : fl, sh, ch, an, at,

am, tr, si. These are to be written from memory. In every
case the pupils should sound the phonogram after the teacher.

Exercise 3. Dictate, by sound, short words in a series ; as,

can, man, ran, fan ; lake, make, rake, take.

Exercise 4. Dictate short sentences; as, I see. I can run.

Exercise 5. Dictate words to show the use of final e ; as,

fad mad hid rob tub

fade made hide robe tube

Exercise 6. Dictate a word and its derivatives; as,

like take smoke

liking taking smoking
liker taker smoked

liked taken smoker

Exercise 7. Dictate words in groups : as,

tack sack lack rack

take sake lake rake

Exercise 8. Dictate Mother Goose Rhymes.

BLACKBOARD SPELLING

Exercise 1. Give each child an initial letter square. He
is to write in a column upon the blackboard words that begin
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with the initial he holds. At first allow the pupil to step

quietly to the Charts and form the word with the letter square
before he writes it.

Exercise 2. Give each child a family name slip. He is

to write upon the blackboard all the words containing the

phonogram that he can remember.

Exereise 3. Give each child a sight word slip. He is to

write a sentence containing his word.

SEAT WORK SPELLING

Exercise 1. Require each child to form the words at the head

of the reading lesson upon his desk, using the box of letters.

Exercise 2. Require each child to use the words at the

head of the reading lesson in sentences.

During the first year and first half of the second year this

should be oral work. In the second half of the second year
the sentences may be written.

Exercise 3. Copy words found in the reading lesson, con-

taining ea, ow, ay, etc.

Exercise 4. Write rat, rate, rated, rating, upon the black-

board. Require, as a class exercise, the pupils to write under

rat words that may be formed by recombining the letters of the

word. The same thing is to be done with the letters of each

word. The finished exercise is :

rat

at
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rating

rat ran tar trig Nat

ring at tin in gin
rain art tan it gain

rag air train nag gait

Continue as a class exercise with other words arranged as a

series, until each pupil understands the requirements of the

work. It may then form a profitable seat work exercise.

Other series are :

black, blacking, blackest, blacker, blacked,

white, whiter, whitest, whitened,

please, pleasing, pleasant, pleasure.

CHART SPELLING

This should begin with the second half year and continue

through the third year of school.

The words spelled in the following exercises are not selected

or determined by the teacher. Neither are they prepared or

studied as tasks by the child before the recitation begins.

Whatever preparation he may make by way of storing words'

in memory is entirely voluntary and is induced by the pleasure

the exercise affords. The words that he thinks of to spell are

familiar to him in meaning and use, and their forms have been

impressed upon him through the phonic drill. Two things are

insured :

1. The child spells no word that is not in his vocabulary.
2. He must have a clear mental picture of each word in order

to form it upon the Charts.

The spelling drills should be given with snap. No word

should be spelled twice in an exercise.

Exercise 1 . Present an initial letter square, as Each

child thinks of a word that can be formed upon the Charts by
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placing this initial before a family name. The first child takes

the card from the teacher, places it upon the chart to form his

word, pronounces the word as he places the card, spells it as he

turns to face the class. (The teacher holds the card in place

until the word is spelled.) The next child takes the card,

forms, pronounces, and spells his word. Each child in turn

does the same. Examples of words that a class of ten pupils

may spell, are :

mind mill match muff make
mat must mound mold move

The initial m may be retained for another turn round the class,

but usually a different initial should be chosen for each round.

It will be seen that there are as many different words spelled

in one turn round the class as there are pupils reciting. In

five times round a class of ten pupils fifty words will be spelled.

Each child is intent upon recalling and forming words that he

knows ; each child is eager for his turn to spell. Interest is

at a white heat, lasting impressions are made. The child of

scant vocabulary rapidly enlarges his list of words through

competition with his mates.

Word forms have no place in the spelling drill. If one

should be formed, as mand, the teacher says : "Mand is not

a word; we are to spell words." Or she may ask, "What is

mand? Is it something to eat? Can we wear mand? Is it

a plaything? Can we feel it? Have you ever seen mand?"
The child replies,

"
No, I do not know what mand is." " Then

we will not spell it. We are to spell words that we know
about and that we use when we speak."

Exercise 2. Present the letter square Final e or the

letter on the left edge of the card is to be placed as in the

phonic drill after families that contain a single vowel followed
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by a single consonant (see Fourth Month). In this exercise

the entire word is not formed. Ex. ade, ine, obe, ute, are.

The child supplies the initial as he places the card, pronounces,
and spells his word. Examples of words that may be spelled

are : fade, twine, robe, flute, care.

Exercise 3. Final e on letter square e e is placed after

ang, ing, ong, ung, ast, ath, ith, oth, to form ang

aste
, athe , ithe

inge

ong ung , oth The pupil

supplies the initial as he places the card, pronounces, and

spells the word. Examples of words that may be spelled

are : strange, hinge, sponge, lunge, paste, bathe, writhe,

clothe.

Exercise 4. Final e on letter square ee is placed to cover

the final consonant of :

anch

ass

aff

all

ack

to form

ench

ess

inch

iss

iff

ill

ick

onch

oss

oil

anc

ase

af

al

ac

ence

ese

ince

ise

ice

uncli

uss

ull

uck

uncle""

us

ol ule

uc

The pupil supplies the initial as he places the card, pronounces,
and spells the word.
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Exercize 5. Present Exclude from this exercise the

families on the first half of Phonic Chart No. 1, containing

a single vowel followed by a single consonant. The first

child takes the card, places it after a family ending in two

consonants or containing two vowels, pronounces, and spells

his word. For example, anding will suggest standing, landing,

etc. ; icking will suggest picking, ticking, etc. ; ailing will sug-

gest failing, mailing, etc. The same family should not be used

twice in an exercise.

in the same way with the same

Examples of words that may be

Exercise 6. Use

restriction as to families.

spelled are : hunted, watched, smelled, pulled, crowded, etc.

in the same way with the same

Examples of words that may be

Exercise 7. Use

restriction as to families.

spelled by the pupil are : watcher, miller, older, boiler, etc.

Exercise 8. Present the vowel letter square ed . Direct

the child to place it before one of the families ed, em, ep, en,

et, er, to form zed, eem, eep, een, set, eW, and

spell the word he thinks of. Examples of words that may
be spelled are : need, seem, peep, seen, beet, cheer. /

Exercise 9. Present the vowel letter square e . Direct

the child to place it before one of the families ad, am, ap, an,

at, ash, ar, ath, ave, to form ead, earn, eap, ean, eat, eash,

ear, and spell the word he thinks of. Examples of words

that may be spelled are : read, seam, heap, clean, heat, leash,

clear, breath, weave. No confusion need arise concerning

words that have the same vowel sound but different spelling.

If, for example, in Exercise 8, the pupil decides to form eep

and announces his intention to spell heap, the teacher should

say, "Heap is not spelled with eep." She should place the
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letter square before ap to form eap and require the child

to spell the word correctly. (As a seat-work exercise to

follow this lesson, the pupils should write all the eap and
ee'p

words they find between certain pages of the reader.) Require
each child to use his word in a sentence before he spells it,

in order to be sure that he knows how to use homonyms.

Exercise 10. Present the vowel letter square Direct

the child to place it before one of the families id, im, in, it, int,

ist, ir, to form aid, aim, ain, ait, aint, aist, air, and spell the word
he thinks of. Examples of words that may be spelled are :

braid, stain, wait, paint, waist, stair.

Exercise 11. Prefix initial letter squares to the phonograms

upon the Equivalent Charts. The words thought of are to

be spelled.

Exercise 12. Review the phonic drill given in Fifth Month

(see page 85) from Phonic Chart No. 3. Call for words in

which these sounds are heard. As each word is given, ask

the child to spell it. The teacher writes the word as it is

spelled. Note the sound of the vowel and whether or not

it is followed by double consonants. For example, the child

sounds addle. He says it makes him think of paddle; he

spells paddle. The teacher writes the word as the child names

the letters. In answer to questions, the child states that a says

a in the word. Because it says , he knows that there are two

c?'s in the word. Example of words that may be spelled are

found in the Word List, Sections 290, 292, 294, 296, 298.

Exercise 13. The teacher shows die. It is sounded ;

the word it suggests, for example, cradle, is spelled and written

upon the board. The pupils note that a says a and that there

is but one d after a. Examples of words that may be spelled

are found in the Word List, Sections 291, 293, 295/297, 299.
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Exercise 14. The teacher sounds padding and writes it

upon the board; the pupils note that a says a; that it is

followed by two cTs. The teacher sounds slamming. She

does not write it on the board ; the pupils listen for the

vowel sound. They spell the word with two m's in order

to make the vowel say a. Continue the exercise by sound-

ing for the pupils to spell : trimming, cunning, hopping,
etc. Words will be found in Word List, Sections 354,

355, 356.

Exercise 15. The teacher sounds fading; the pupils note

the sound of the vowel, and spell the word with one d in order

to make a say a, etc.

Exercise 16. Present letter square Use in this drill

families containing one vowel followed by a single consonant.

Ex. ab, in, op, un, ir, etc. The first pupil places ing after it

on Phonic Chart No. 1, and says he will spell hitting. The

teacher asks him what i says in his word. The pupil notes

that it says I and says that he will put two 's in the word

in order to make the vowel sound right. He shifts

slightly to the right of it to leave space for the added t,

thus : it ing . Each child in turn takes the card and spells

the word he thinks of, using a single or double consonant

as he wishes to make the vowel sound long or short. Fre-

quently each child spells two words, as : padding, fading ;

hopping, hoping. The drill should appeal to the pupils as a

game. It should be brisk and animated. Words that may
be spelled in this exercise are found in the Word List, Sections

354, 357.

Exercise 17. Place ed after families ending in a single

consonant preceded by a single vowel, and spell derivatives

ending in ed, using a single or double consonant after the
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vowel as needed to make it long or short. Ex. mated,
matted. Words that may be spelled in this exercise are found

in the Word List, Sections 355, 358.

Exercise 18. Place er after families ending in a single

consonant preceded by a single vowel, and spell derivatives

ending in er, as in the previous exercise. Words that may be

spelled in this exercise are found in the Word List, Sections

356, 359.

Exercise 19. Review the phonic drill given in Seventh

Month (see pages 91, 92) from the blackboard and Phonic

Charts. Present letter square ing . Indicate the families upon

Phonic Chart No. 3 that contain final e. Direct the pupil to

place the ending after any one of these families, and spell the

word he thinks of. Each pupil covers or displaces the e of the

stem by the vowel of the ending. Example :

aking ok ing av ing idging

from which he spells: making, smoking, saving, bridging,

fiddling, struggling, whistling etc.

Exercise 20. Present

Exercise 21. Present

and drill as in Exercise 19.

and drill as in Exercise 19.

Words that may be spelled in these exercises are found in the

Word List, Sections 357, 358, 359.

Exercise 22. Place all the vowel letter squares accessible to

the pupils. Use the last column of endings on Phonic Chart

No. 3. Each child in turn takes the vowel that he needs to

uly, etc. Words that may beform by, a dy

spelled are : baby, lady, icy, truly, etc.
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Exercise 23. Direct the pupils to place the letter square

slightly apart from the ending and to spell words in which the

vowel does not tell its name, as eny,

dy. Words : funny, penny, Harry, biddy.

SPELLING GAMES

1. Teacher says, "I am thinking of a word like make."

Child says, "Is it r-a-k-e, rake?"

Teacher. "No."

Next child. "Is it t-a-k-e, take?"

Continue till the word is spelled.

Include exceptions in these exercises.

2. Teacher. "I am thinking of a word with a-t-c-h in it."

Child. "Is it m-a-t-c-h, match?"

Teacher. "No."

Next child. " Is it h-a-t-c-h, hatch?"

Teacher. "No."

Third child. "Is it w-a-t-c-h, watch?"

Teacher. "Yes."

Exceptions that may be included in this game are : what, put,

push, bush, pint, key, most, post, both, doth, etc.

3. Teacher says,
" I am thinking of a word that contains a

double letter." The first time this game is played she indicates

on the charts the families containing double letters, as, ss, 11, ff,

oo, bb, dd, gg, pp, zz, tt, etc. Proceed as in previous exercise.

The short vowel words spelled in Chart Spelling, Exercises 16,

17, 18, and 23, should be included in this game.
4. Teacher says, "Letters in the word I am thinking of

sometimes say ow"

Pupils spell now, crow, croup, pout, cough, trough, dough,

bough, enough, etc., until they spell the word, or the teacher tells.

Never prolong a game until the pupils are weary.
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5. Review the fact that ite and ight have the same sound.

Ask pupils to tell words that they have seen spelled with ite.

Write these words upon the blackboard. Extend the list to

five words : bite, kite, white, write, quite.

The words site, mite, smite, spite, sprite, etc., do not usually

appear in a child's vocabulary. They need not, at this time, be

included in the exercise.

Review the written words, spell them; use them in sentences;

let each child write them from memory. Tell the pupils that

other words taking this sound are spelled with iglit. Play a

game of sharp eyes : the teacher holds the entire pack of letter

squares. She shuffles the cards rapidly in order to present ini-

tials used in both ight and ite words. The pupils spell in turn

or in concert, as the initials are shown : bright, slight, night,

kite, sight, fight, white, etc. Words that may be spelled in

this exercise are in the Word List, Sections 61, 253. The

only words to be carried in memory are the five ite words. All

others with this sound fall into the list spelled with ight.

6. Review the fact that ay and eigh have the same sound.

Present for drill, as with the ite words : sleigh, neigh, weigh,

they, prey. Tell pupils that other words ending in the sound of

a are spelled with ay. Drill with letter squares, as in the previ-
ous exercise. Pupils spell as the initials are shown : bay, play,

say, dray, neigh, play, etc. Words that may be spelled in this

exercise are in the Word List, Sections 245, 249.

7. Review the fact that ote and oat have the same sound.

The pupils learn that note, wrote, vote, are spelled with ote\

that other words ending with this sound are spelled with oat :

boat, coat, float, etc. Present initials in rapid succession. See

Word List, Sections 63, 260, for words that may be spelled.

Review the fact that no, so, go, end in the sound of 0, Other

words that end in this sound are spelled with ow. See Word
List, Section 232, for words that may be spelled. Present

initial letter squares for rapid spelling as in Exercise 5.
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BOOK THREE

Through the steady progression of the phonic drill, the child

has been made familiar with many language facts. He has

learned that e, r, and w are the three powerful letters of the

alphabet, and he is prepared to modify vowel and consonant

sounds when he sees these letters in certain positions with re-

gard to the other letters of a word. He has learned that

derivatives are not formed by adding d or r to the primitive

word, but by adding ed or er ; and he knows that the ending
vowel of the derivative covers or displaces final e of the primi-
tive. He knows that he must double a single consonant after

a single vowel if he is to retain the short vowel in the deriva-

tive, etc. By far the greater number of these language facts

he uses unconsciously. We might say that he has absorbed

the idea through the repetition of the drill rather than that he

has consciously stored the fact in memory. In order to obtain

lasting impressions of all these facts, they should be kept in

constant review by means of daily phonic drill throughout the

second and third years of school.

VOWELS AND CONSONANTS

In the second year, the distinction between vowels and con-

sonants should be made. This knowledge can be used to give

variety to the seat work. The pupils should copy words from

their readers containing two vowels, three vowels, ending in a

vowel, beginning with a consonant, etc.

The rule illustrated in the Fifth Month, first year (see page

85), should be extended to " Two or more consonants tend

to make a preceding vowel short." The pupils should be

trained to inspect polysyllables in the light of this rule. It is

a general rule, and there are many exceptions. If, because of
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accent or for any other reason, a word does not follow the rule,

the teacher should give instant help by telling the correct pro-

nunciation. But the child should be led to form the habit of

inspection, and he should be required to help himself in the

solving of word problems whenever it is in his power to do so.

For example, the word independence is to be sounded. The
child hesitates over the sound of the second vowel.

The teacher says, "What can we do that will help us to know
the sound of e ?

"

Child. " We must look at the two letters that stand after

it. They are p and e."

Teacher. " What is p ? What is e ?
"

Child. "P is a consonant, e is a vowel."

Teacher. " How many consonants follow e?"

Child. "One."

Teacher. " What does e say when there is but one con-

sonant after it ?
"

Child. " It tells its name ; it says e."

The sound of the third vowel in the word is decided to be e

because it is followed by two consonants.

NEW PHONIC FACTS

Our language is a growth. In appearance and sound it has

changed with its growth. Many words in common use have

become more abbreviated in sound than in spelling ; among
these are words beginning with or containing kn, gn, gu, bu,

wr, mn, silent initial h, ch like k, ou like o before Z, or r. The
first letter is silent in kn, gn, wr ; the second letter is silent in

gu, bu, mn. Many words illustrating these phonograms are in

the child's spoken vocabulary. These words have been in-

cluded in the text of Book Three.

The phonic scheme at the head of each lesson instructs when
to teach these facts. Drill should be given upon these, and
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upon the other facts of the lessons by sounding words of the

Word List, from the sections indicated in the schemes.

SPELLING

Review the spelling exercises of the First Year.

Exercises 5, 6, 7, 8. Written spelling, page 106.

Exercises 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11. Chart spelling, pages 110, 111, 112.

Exercises 1, 2, 3, 4. Seat-work spelling, page 107.

Exercises 4, 5, 6. Spelling games, pages 115, 116.

SEAT WORK

Review and extend the seat work exercises of the First Year

to include writing of original sentences. Use the exercises

under Seat Work Spelling, page 107.

BOOK FOUR

The facts that have been selected for illustration are in the

accepted reading vocabulary of the child who is to use the book.

They are : short i in endings ice, ile, ine, ise, ite, ive ; y like

short i
; y like long i ; i like ee ; i like consonant y ; two vowels

coming together but in different syllables. Drill upon these is

to be given by sounding words of the Word List from the sec-

tions indicated in the phonic scheme. The phonic facts pre-

viously developed should be kept in constant review by frequent
chart drills, spelling exercises, and games. These should be

brisk and animated.

The child should \>e required to apply his knowledge of

phonics to the solving of all word problems that appear in the

text. He should look for familiar elements in exceptions in

order to sound them, in part at least. Frequently the context

will help him to the pronunciation of these words. The teacher
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should assist when the child is unable to help himself, but she

should never tell him a word that he is capable of finding out.

SPELLING

Exercises 6, 7, 8. Written spelling, page 106.

Exercises 1 to 23. Chart spelling, pages 108 to 115.

Exercises 1, 2, 3, 4. Seat work spelling, page 107.

All spelling games. Pages 115, 116.
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The sections of the following list contain words illustrating

every family and phonogram upon the phonic charts. They
also contain words illustrating the rules that are developed in

the phonic drill. They include :
-

1. The vocabulary of over thirty readers of primary grade.

2. Words of the child's vocabulary not included in these

school readers.

3. Words, illustrating the value, in the drill, of word forms.

The list is used as follows :

1. Words to supplement or emphasize the chart drill upon a

given fact may be selected and written upon the board for

sounding. For this purpose words illustrating a certain phono-

gram are grouped under that phonogram ; words illustrating a

phonic rule are grouped under that rule.

2. Words may be selected from the list for use in spelling

drills. It will be seen that the lists are not arranged by grades
or according to the year of school in which they are to be used.

No definite arrangement of this nature seems practicable in view

of the fact that many words are used over and over in each

grade, and that the intermediate or grammar grade pupil fre-

quently needs to have his attention called to the spelling of

short words as well as to that of longer ones. The teacher

should select from each section words suited for her grade.

She will use only those words that are actually in the child's

spoken vocabulary at the time of spelling.

122
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1.
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6.
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gad
had

lad
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lid

mid

rid
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ud
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27.
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33. um as in

fume flume plume spume exhume

34.
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lip
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44. an as in van

can
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49. in
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53. on
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gate
Kate

58.

get

jet

let

met

net

pet
set

fleet

bit

fit

flit

grit

hit

kit

knit

rate

bate

et as in let

wet

yet
debt

fret

whet

poet
suet

59. eet as in beet

feet greet
meet

60. it as in bit

lit

mit

pit

sit

wit

slit

spit

61. it as in cite

bite site

quite mite

rite spite

62. ot as in cot

blot lot

clot not

dot plot

slate

grate

better

letter

Betty

Hetty
kettle

mettle

petal

sheet

sleet

twit

whit

writ

split

quit
ditto

ditty

sprite

trite

white

Scott

shot

slot

state

skate
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got
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68.
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and as in

candle Flanders

dandle gander
scandal slander

vandal candy

75. end as in end

bend rend

blend fend

lend send

mend tend

end as in gender

slender Endicott

76. ind as in behind

bind find

blind grind

77. ind as in window

brindle swindle

kindle dwindle

spindle cinder

78. ond as in

blonde

79. ond as in

seconds

ond as in

wonderful

landau
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81. ash
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check
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collect

correct
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100. onk as in

monk monkey

101. unk as in chipmunk

hunk chunk flunk spunk

junk drunk plunk skunk

sunk bunk slunk trunk

102. ask as in

cask mask task flask

103. esk as in

desk eskimo

104. isk as frisk

brisk disk Fisk whisk

106. usk as in

dusk rusk husk tusk

106. amp as in camp

damp clamp tramp samp

lamp cramp Hampton champ

amp as in

ample hamper tamper

trample pamper pampas

107. emp as in

hemp

emp as in

temper

grampus
lamprey

108. emp as in

attempt

empty

temple

tempt

templar

unkempt

shrunk

basket

whiskers

dusky

stamp

scamp

stampede

tempest
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109.
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ding

fling

king
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122. etch as in retch

fetch sketch

ketch vetch

123. itch as in flitch

ditch pitch

hitch stitch

124. ich as in

rich which

125. otch as in

botch blotch crotch

126. utch as in Dutch

clutch crutch hutch

127. uch as in

much such

128. anch as in Blanche

blanch branch cranch

129. anch as in

hanch

anch as in

franchise

planch

stanchion

130. ance as in lance

chance dance glance

131. ance as in cancer

cancel chancel fancy

stretch

Gretchen

witch

kitchen

notch

smutch

lanch

ranch

prance

Nancy

Pritchard

Scotch

escutcheon

stanch

trance

lancet
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132. ench as in bench

blench drench

clench French

133. ence as in fence

hence pence whence

absence silence Spence
sentence thence Florence

independence

134. inch as in winch

clinch finch flinch

135. ince as in

mince prince

ince as in

quince

sincerepincers

136. onch as in

conch

onch as in

broncho

137. once as in

once

138. unch as in clunch

bunch hunch

crunch lunch

139. unce as in

dunce

quench
tench

presence
essence

commence

Linch

since

bronchitis bronchial

munch

punch

trench

stench

excellence

innocence

prominence

pinch

wince

scrunch
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140. ass as in brass

bass glass lass

class grass mass

ass as in

molasses

141. ass as in lasso

Hassan passage sassafras tassel

142. ase as in

base case chase

143. ase as in

rase

144. ess as in Bess

pass

trass

vassal

vase

bless

chess



147. iss as in

dissolve

148. ise as in rise

WORD LIST

scissors

147



148
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162. ont as in

font Montcalm

ont as in

contain content Montana

163. ont as in

front wont

164. unt as in blunt

pontiff Pocahontas

brunt

grunt
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zest

blest

chest
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174. asp as in asp

clasp gasp

asp as in

Casper

175. esp as in

trespass

176. isp as in

lisp

isp as in

whisper

177. osp as in

hospital

178. usp as in

cusp

179. aft as in after

abaft daft

craft draft

180. eft as in weft

cleft

left

181. ift as in drift

gift

shift

ift as in

fifty

grasp hasp

jasper

vesper

wisp

rasp

hospice prosper

graft

haft

deft

reft

lift

swift

Clifton

raft

shaft

heft

theft

sift

thrift

fifteen

Taft

waft
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182. oft as in

croft loft oft

oft as in

softly softer lofty

183. uft as in

tuft

184. ath as in

bath lath path father

185. ath as in Athens

athlete aftermath Catherine catholic

ath as in

Mathers fathom gather lather

186. ath as in

bathe lathe

187. eth as in Beth

Seth loveth laugheth

soft

method

giveth

eth as in

nether brethren

burneth prayeth

droopeth worketh

spathe

Elizabeth

Bethlehem

comforteth

Hiawatha

mathematics

rather

swathe

lethargy
Methodist

whether together Netherlands

188. ith as in lith

frith pith

kith smith

ith as in with

hither wither

zither

Edith

thither

litharge

cithern

arithmetic

without whither
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189.
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aff
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206. elp as in

help kelp whelp yelp

206. ulp as in

gulp

207. aid as in

bald

aid as in Alden

alder Aldrich Spalding Waldo

kelp whelp

sculptor

scald
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call

fall
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226.



WORD LIST 159

now
row

sow
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235. ou
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stood
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staid
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253.
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read

bread
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263.
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270. oik as in

folk
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275. are as in care
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281.
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287. ur as in fur

cur
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293. ee as in
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299.
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306.
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314. av as in cave

gave
lave
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320. ov
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326. ix as in six



176

joyous

jealous

MANUAL OF READING

generouswondrous hideous

beauteous

industrious

332. tious as in ambitious

(a) fictitious nutritious

(b) cautious vexatious

333. cious as in luscious

(a) delicious suspicious

ambitious fractious

auspicious precious

Q6) spacious

ferocious



340. sien as in

transient

WORD LIST 177
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347. The sound of a after w is like that of o in

wad wand
wast what
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(b) pecking rocking thanking honking camping

checking knocking ranking bunking stamping

kicking plucking winking chunking limping

clicking ducking blinking basking crimping

(<?) romping clanging longing etching botching

pumping hanging thronging sketching notching

stumping slinging watching witching clutching

bumping flinging catching stitching smutching

(d) branching
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preying clawing feasting peeking laughing

weighing pawing roaring fearing flooring

351. Ed added after t or d, syllable added to primitive word
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writhed
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354. Ing added, final consonant of primitive word doubled

(a) crabbing cribbing rubbing wadding bidding

grabbing robbing drubbing bedding sodding

webbing mobbing clubbing wedding plodding

ribbing sobbing padding ridding nodding

(5) budding clamming brimming clapping tipping

scudding hemming drumming stepping dropping

slamming stemming gumming nipping lopping

cramming trimming strapping ripping slopping

(c) supping penning donning matting netting

cupping winning conning patting fitting

canning tinning running petting splitting

planning spinning dunning letting twitting

plotting dragging digging hugging warring

spotting lagging rigging bugging marring

nutting begging logging starring stirring

shutting legging flogging charring blurring

355. Ed added, final consonant ofprimitive doubled

(#) added
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robing
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fumed

plumed
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hashes
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clothes
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Jamie
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gravely
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(I) dainty
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(c) ice
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(<?) doge
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(0) succeed muffet
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375. mn like \n, as in

autumn

column
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chord

chrome
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388. y
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394. i as in promise

ermine
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The figures at the left of the phonograms indicate the sections of the Word List.

lab
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107 enip
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287 ur

349

86 ush 154 uss

6

U = 00

s_^

U = OO
224 ull

ow231
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131 ance 130 ance 133 ence

3QSa-b-c-d-e-f 368^ cy

9

135 ince

368/i ci

137 once 139 unce

67 age 71

309 adge 310

W9a-b-c-d ge
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